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Abstract

Transient stability of electric energy grids is defined as the ability of the
power system to remain in synchronism during large disturbances. If the grid
is not equipped with controllers capable of transiently stabilizing system dy-
namics, large disturbances could cause protection to trigger disconnecting the
equipment and leading further to cascading system-wide blackouts. Today’s
practice of tuning controllers generally does not guarantee a transiently stable
response because it does not use a model for representing system-wide dynamic
interactions. To overcome this problem, in this thesis we propose a new sys-
tems modeling and control design for provable transient stabilization of power
systems against a given set of disturbances. Of particular interest are fast
power-electronically-controlled Flexible Alternating Current Transmission Sys-
tem (FACTS) devices which have become a new major option for achieving
transient stabilization.

The first major contribution of this thesis is a framework for modeling of
general interconnected power systems for very fast transient stabilization using
FACTS devices. We recognize that a dynamic model for transient stabilization
of power systems has to capture fast electromagnetic dynamics of the transmis-
sion grid and FACTS, in addition to the commonly-modeled generator dynam-
ics. To meet this need, a nonlinear dynamic model of general interconnected
electric power systems is derived using time-varying phasors associated with
states of all dynamic components. The second major contribution of this thesis
is a two-level approach to modeling and control which exploits the unique net-
work structure and enables preserving only relevant dynamics in the nonlinear
system model. This approach is fundamentally based on separating: a) internal
dynamics model for ensuring stable local response of components; b) system-
level model in terms of interaction variables for ensuring stability of the system
when the components are interconnected. The two levels can be controlled
separately which minimizes the need for communication between controllers.
Both distributed and cooperative ectropy-based controllers are proposed to
control the interaction-level of system dynamics. Proof of concept simulations
are presented to illustrate and compare the promising performance of the de-
rived controllers. Some of the most advanced FACTS industry installations are
modeled and further generalized using our approach.
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Chapter 1

Motivation

The electric power systems are currently undergoing major technological and policy-driven

changes. Notably, many renewable resources, such as wind power plants, are being added to

the existing grid with the hope of replacing conventional generation with cleaner resources.

The integration of large amounts of intermittent renewable power could lead to previously

unexperienced dynamic problems in the power systems. Of major concern is the fact that

the inertia of wind power plants is considerably smaller than the inertia of large power

plants, such as coal or nuclear power plants. This is mainly because wind power plants are

smaller in capacity and have smaller mechanical and/or electromagnetic time constants.

We recall that the capability of the system to ride through a major disturbance mostly

depends on the inertia of its generators; the larger the inertia, the slower the system

response to any given disturbance is. Therefore, the basic industry concern is that systems

with low-inertia smaller plants would be less robust and more prone to instabilities.

Furthermore, the dynamic response of power systems to large disturbances depends

on the operating conditions preceding the disturbance; heavily loaded systems generally

operate closer to the stability margin and are more likely to experience transient instability

when a major change happens. Efforts to increase the efficiency of the grid by operating

closer to its maximal capacity often reduce its stability margin. Figure 1.1 shows how
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the stability reserve, measured in terms of increment in accumulated energy, of a single

generator connected to an infinite bus depends on the real power output of that generator.

The horizontal axis shows the rotor angle position and the vertical axis shows the increment

in accumulated energy of the generator with respect to its nominal value. When a generator

is operated in its nominal working conditions, its energy is at the minimal value. If a

generator is operated at a lower than normal power output (green line), the amount of

energy needed to destabilize it is higher than if it is operated at a higher than normal

power output (red line). This is seen in Figure 1.1 by comparing the heights of the top of

the green and red hill for positive values of the rotor angle position. To summarize, the

more real power a generator is producing, the lower its stability reserve is. The same can

be said for interconnected electric energy grids with multiple generators [1].

Figure 1.1: Stored energy of a single generator connected to an infinite bus for different
power output values.

In today’s electric energy industry, the stability of the grid during large disturbances

is ensured by operating the system with sufficient stability margin [2]. This is achieved

by an approach comprising the following two steps. In the first step, a system operator

runs an economic dispatch optimization which is intended to maximize the social welfare

using physical limits of devices in the system as the constraints. In the second step, the
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system operator runs a large number of dynamic simulations in which the response of the

system is analyzed for different disturbances. The disturbances are created by simulating

failures of power system equipment. If a simulation shows an unstable system response

for any of the disturbances, then the system operator will repeat the first step with a

further constrained optimization problem. Newly added constraints are not the physical

constraints of components. They are created in order to obtain stable dynamic response to

all selected disturbances. The process repeats until this is achieved. Clearly, the solution

of the economic dispatch problem is suboptimal because it is constrained for robustness

reasons.

Additionally, large disturbances are in practice often dealt with by using Remedial

Action Schemes (RAS) which rely upon removal of certain devices or parts of the system

to preserve stability. Utilities, such as Southern California Edison (SCE), rely on RAS to

preserve continuity of service to the load in cases of major equipment failures [3]. According

to [4] RAS are usually grouped around major tie lines which deliver power to SCE from

distant places. The newest trend in industry is so-called Centralized RAS (C-RAS) which

makes decisions to disconnect devices based on signals gathered from different parts of

the system and not only on local measurements as it is case of RAS [4]. Of course, the

necessary communication infrastructure has to be put in place to enable C-RAS.

As already explained, operating the system sub-optimally in order to guarantee stabil-

ity is inefficient. Also, building additional infrastructure, which only provides support in

rare cases of equipment failure and faults, is very expensive. An inexpensive and efficient

solution would be to use existing controllable devices equipped with advanced transient

stabilizing controllers. Excitation system on generators equipped with a power system

stabilizer [2] or feedback linearizing controller [5] are possible options. However, excitation

system is relatively slow and relatively far from the source of disturbances. Only recently

fast power-electronically-switched devices, such as FACTS devices or High Voltage Direct
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Current (HVDC) lines, have been considered as possible controllable devices for transient

stabilization. In nominal working conditions, FACTS devices are used to redirect active

power or inject reactive power. The control logic of FACTS is at present constant-gain con-

trol [6, 7] which is used to ensure stable voltage response to small perturbations as in the

case of Holly Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM) commissioned by Austin En-

ergy [8], or to dampen low-frequency oscillations as in the case of the Thyristor Controlled

Series Capacitor (TCSC) in the Brazilian North-South interconnection [9]. Arguably the

most advanced FACTS device to date, the Convertible Static Compensator (CSC) at Marcy

substation commissioned by the New York Power Authority [10], is equipped with small

signal controllers only [11]. The potential of FACTS for stabilization of fast and large

disturbances is significant due to their fast switching capabilities. However, FACTS can

generally be used to temporarily stabilize the system, but they cannot be used to com-

pensate for significant real power disturbances because they cannot inject or dissipate real

power. In cases where FACTS are insufficient to transiently stabilize the system response

to prolonged large disturbances, new fast controllers of storage devices and flywheels should

be considered prior to building new transmission lines.

The benefits to be gained from using adequate stabilization methods instead of overcon-

straining economic dispatch for stabilization of large disturbances are substantial. First,

the controllers are designed for the range of operating conditions in a way which guarantees

stability during transient period with the stability margin explicitly defined by the con-

troller logic. Second, the economic dispatch problem is constrained by the actual stability

margin, and therefore, its solution is not suboptimal. Third, the time taken to find nominal

generation values reduces because dynamic simulations do not have to be run every time

economic dispatch problem is solved. Finally, the value of control becomes quantifiable

through the offset of nominal operating point.

In order to model operating conditions-dependent responses to large disturbances it is
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essential to use nonlinear dynamic models. Large disturbances excite nonlinear dynamics

of the system by taking its states far from nominal values. Additionally, fault-triggered

disturbances excite dynamics at all time scales. These disturbances usually spread through-

out the entire grid, and therefore, only the interconnected nonlinear power system models

are adequate for the analysis of the system response. Tuning of controllers against the

Thevenin’s equivalent can be shown to be either overly conservative or overly optimistic.

Consequently, controllers used to stabilize large disturbances have to be based on nonlinear

control theory of multi-input multi-output (MIMO) dynamic systems. Additionally, they

have to be distributed in such a way that the need for fast communications is minimized.

Nonlinear controllers for stabilizing power system dynamics using FACTS devices were

first introduced as variable structure controllers for low frequency power oscillation damp-

ing [12, 13]. Feedback Linearizing Controllers (FBLC) for FACTS followed [14, 15]. Later,

nonlinear energy-based controllers were proposed for suppression of oscillations [16]. Con-

trollers in all these references are designed on simple two bus models and are hardly gen-

eralizable to arbitrary network topologies. A transient stabilization controller for a system

of arbitrary network topology was first introduced in [17] using a Control Lyapunov Func-

tion (CLF) for FACTS. The CLF used is based on a structure-preserving energy function

for power system transient stability proposed in [18] and further explored in [19]. The

application of the CLF in control of HVDC lines is shown in [20].

All these controllers, except of [16], are based on models which consider the fast dynam-

ics of inductors and capacitors as instantaneous. This leads to further simplifications of

the interconnected system model resulting in moderate controller performance. We show

that better controller performance can be obtained using a power system model which does

not neglect fast transients in the reactive components of FACTS. The proposed intercon-

nected grid model is an ordinary differential equation model obtained using time-varying

phasors [21, 22, 23]. Time-varying phasors represent the relevant fast dynamics of power-
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electronically-controlled states in FACTS as well as the slower dynamics of generation

units. A FACTS controller based on this model fully utilizes switching of these devices

currently in the range of kHz.

One of the main premises of this thesis is that the effectiveness of energy-based control

design depends to a very large extent on the selection of energy function [24]. The choice

of energy function will further impact communication requirements. Based on this, much

effort is put to model fast dynamics and to introduce energy functions that lend themselves

to effective controller design for transient stabilization. In particular, we propose a new

energy-based nonlinear control design for very fast power-electronically-controlled devices.

An energy-based approach, which gives clear intuition of physical energy flows in the

system, is used to design controllers. Such approach is used mainly because of its scalability

to complex grid topologies with multiple controllers.

However, a straightforward energy-based controller does not exploit a priori knowledge

about the system structure, and as such, its implementation is somewhat demanding. In

order to exploit the system structure to build a controller easier for implementation, we

introduce a two-level power system model based on the concept of interaction variables [25].

We introduce the concept of nonlinear interaction variables and use them to describe how

parts of the system interact with each other. They show the propagation of disturbances as

well as the impact of the controllers by modeling the dynamics of the accumulated energy

and exchanged power between system components. The controller based on this model

stabilizes ectropy of the system [26] and requires less communication to be implemented.

The increment of energy created by large disturbances is redirected using this controller

from critical devices into less stressed parts of the system [27].

The contributions of this work are in the proposed energy-based framework for tran-

sient stabilizing controller design. The framework is modular, a property obtained through

the use of interaction variables, in terms of both the modeling and control-designing ap-
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proaches. Modularity of the framework implies scalable implementation to an arbitrary

network topology and arbitrary set of controlling devices. Also, a distributed nature of the

controller follows from modular modeling. The underlying energy concept is sufficiently

general to be used in response to any non-zero mean short duration disturbance. We pro-

pose more then one candidate controller for FACTS. Depending on the controller design,

different communication requirements are imposed. The controllers are shown to increase

the critical clearing time and the stability margin of the system.

The thesis is organized as follows. The transient stability problem is posed mathemat-

ically in Chapter 2. This chapter also reviews challenges related to transient stabilization

by interpreting them in terms of dynamics of accumulated energy and exchanged power.

This creates the basis for modeling and control in subsequent chapters. In Chapter 3 we

derive a new physical model of a general interconnected electric power system which cap-

tures fast dynamics of interest. In Chapter 4 we introduce a controller of power system

dynamics based on stabilization of system states by minimizing an energy function, thus

the name energy-based control. In Chapter 5 we show how the information about the

system structure and the time scales of different dynamics can be exploited to build a two-

level model based on interaction variables. This two-level interaction variable-based model

is controlled by: (1) stabilizing internal states of modules locally; and (2) stabilizing the

interaction variables in the form of energy by using an ectropy-based controller proposed in

Chapter 6. Chapter 7 shows how the interaction variables and the ectropy-based controller

can be used to dimension FACTS controllers. All models and controllers in this thesis are

illustrated in some detail on a three-bus system example, while the IEEE 14-bus system is

used to illustrate their performance on a larger, more general system.
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Chapter 2

The Problem of Transient

Stabilization

The stability of power systems is a highly complex problem, whose complexity is a result

of various factors.

First, an exact dynamic model of a power system is hard to define. The topological

structure of the system is constantly changing; starting from the load profile variables

contributed by different dynamic behavior of consumers, through the configuration of the

transmission system dictated by markets and reliability requirements, to the economic

dispatch-dependent generation changes and unexpected equipment failures. The number

of possible topological and structural combinations of interest is very high and most of the

time the exact dynamic models are not known.

Second, the range of operating conditions is wide due to economic reasons. Economic

dispatch of power generators is done every 15 minutes or each hour in anticipation of

predictable system load component. A stable equilibrium of the system must correspond

to the desired operating condition. Controllers must meet this requirement. As conditions

vary, the nonlinearities in the system dynamics may result in multiple stable and unstable

equilibria [28].
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Third, system dynamics could have multiple stable and/or unstable equilibria. Tran-

sient response of an interconnected electric energy system is affected by vastly different

rates of response of different components (power plants, loads, T&D equipment). Eco-

nomic dispatch generally changes the set points of the controllable equipment for predicted

load. The interaction of different components around system equilibria results in dynamic

phenomena ranging from low frequency oscillations to high frequency fluctuations and loss

of synchronism.

Fourth, if the operating constraints are violated the protection schemes will act to

prevent malfunction of equipment. Therefore, any violation of operating constraints will

cause a topological change in the system and cause dynamic response at multiple rates.

From everything said, the stability problem of power systems can be described as an

interconnected system-wide problem of high complexity. An effective controller has to be

able to keep system response transiently stable during both equipment failures and/or

sudden input disturbances.

In what follows in this chapter we first review the transient stabilization problem as

defined by the power engineering community. Next, we rethink the problem taking into

consideration that the grid is evolving and adopting new technologies. Finally, we propose

an approach to solving transient stabilization problem for general interconnected power

systems with new technologies.

2.1 Transient Stability Problem

Transient stability is a type of stability specific to the power system operation. The state

space of a power system contains large number of stable and unstable equilibria. Each

asymptotically stable equilibrium has its own Region of Attraction (ROA). If a disturbance

is large enough it will perturb the states causing them to leave ROA of a pre-disturbance

equilibrium. If a post-disturbance state is outside of ROA of a desired (or in more general
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case any) equilibrium point, then the system will not return to a viable operating point.

In this case further actions usually taken by the protection devices are necessary to keep

the system stable.

A simple example of a transient stability problem is the problem caused by a short

circuit of a transmission line to the ground. The system states are perturbed from the

pre-fault equilibrium by the short circuit. The protection reacts moments after the fault

and removes the faulted line from the rest of the grid. All post-fault equilibria are clearly

different from the pre-fault equilibrium. The time evolution of states in the post-fault

system depends on the time of fault duration. If the state trajectories remain inside the

ROA of a viable stable equilibrium we say that the system is transiently stable for this

particular fault and this particular duration of the fault.

Another example would be a faulted generator removed from the system by protection

actions in response to unacceptable voltage or frequency changes. Clearly, without a backup

generator taking the place of a faulted generator or without an instantaneous load shedding,

the balance between generation and demand will not exist for a certain time after the

protection has acted. A post-fault equilibrium will not exist either. In this case, the

system is transiently unstable because of the nonexistence of a post-fault equilibrium.

In conclusion, a transient stability problem is defined for a particular fault and not for

a particular post-fault equilibrium point. A pre-fault equilibrium point and duration of the

fault are both needed to determine the state trajectory following fault clearing. Therefore,

the transient stability problem needs to be defined for a certain set of operating conditions.

Finally, the existence of at least one post-fault equilibrium is a necessary but not sufficient

condition for the system to be transiently stable. This is because the system may not

return to a post-fault equilibrium even when such equilibrium exists.

The time interval from the beginning of the fault until the moment the states leave the

pre-fault equilibrium’s ROA is known as the Critical Clearing Time Tcct. Critical clearing
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Figure 2.1: Sequence of events and transient stability.

time is often used as a measure of transient stability margin. The longer this time is,

the greater the ROA of the pre-fault equilibrium is [1]. Figure 2.1 illustrates qualitatively

different possible response of system states after the fault is cleared. The system is at

equilibrium x0 at time zero and the fault occurs at time t1. If the fault is cleared after

t2−t1 < Tcct, where Tcct is the critical clearing time, then the system states settle in a post-

fault equilibrium xe. If the fault is cleared after t3 − t1 > Tcct then the system trajectory

will diverge, and the system becomes transiently unstable.

2.2 Dynamic Response of Power Systems to Large

Disturbances

Dynamic response of power systems is extremely rich. Different devices contribute to the

system dynamics at different rates and their contribution is often operating conditions-

dependent. In this section we elaborate on dynamical behavior of evolving power systems

and describe commonly made assumptions and approaches to their modeling.
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Figure 2.2: Time constants in power systems.

2.2.1 State-of-the-Art Approach to Modeling and Control

Typical bulky power systems are composed of large synchronous generators, transmission

lines and aggregated loads, as shown in Figure 2.3. As the generator dynamics are dominant

and critical for transient stability in AC electric power systems, the generators were the only

system components whose dynamics was modeled. The simplest power system dynamical

models are second order Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) representing rotation of

the generator shafts [29, 30]. These dynamics have time constants in the range of seconds.

Figure 2.2 shows typical time scales of different devices in power systems.

Figure 2.3: An electric power system comprising conventional components.

Somewhat faster time constants are associated with the dynamics of generator rotor
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windings. These time constants are in the range of 0.1 second, which is smaller than those of

the rotation. The power system dynamic models which include electromagnetic dynamics

of rotor windings and mechanical dynamics of rotation are known as the two-axis and the

one-axis (flux-decay) models [30, 31]. The difference between the two is in the number

of details they describe. The first represents dynamics of the damper and the excitation

windings while the second one captures only dynamics of the excitation winding. The

dynamics of the damper windings are usually faster than the one of the excitation winding

which is due to the relative difference in their sizes. Therefore, it is often stated that the

first model represents subtransients and transients while the second model represents only

transients.

The dynamics of generator stator windings, transmission lines and loads are usually

considered instantaneous in typical dynamic studies. The reason for this is the significant

difference between the time scales of rotor and stator windings for typical generator pa-

rameters. A full dynamic generator model captures dynamics on this fast time scale of

milliseconds as well [30, 32], but this model is more commonly used for analysis and not

synthesis of controllers.

Inductive and capacitive wires in transmission system have dynamics on the same

time scale of milliseconds. The transmission system is sometimes modeled as dynamic

for power system analysis purposes. However, these cases are rare [23, 33, 34]. On the

other hand, it is a common practice not to model transmission system as dynamic for

control purposes. This is because it is assumed that controllers have slow time constants

themselves in comparison to the transmission system time constants. For example, the

dynamics of excitation control are slower than that of a transmission line. Therefore, vary

fast transients in wires are taken as instantaneous. Of course, the necessary underlying

assumption is that the fast dynamics of the transmission system are always stable.

FACTS devices are traditionally deployed in power systems to redirect power flows or
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inject reactive power in steady state. As their key purpose is to improve nominal working

conditions, they are rarely modeled as dynamic in transient stability studies. Instead, they

are modeled as variable impedances with no dynamics of their own [13].

2.2.2 Newly Proposed Approach to Modeling and Control

Power systems are undergoing a major transformation in recent years as the grid evolves

toward adopting smart, distributed and renewable technologies as shown in Figure 2.4.

The newly adopted technologies contribute to the system dynamics in various ways. The

renewable generation, often distributed and of small power, adds to the power system

dynamics on fast time scales. Although their individual impact to the bulky grid might be

small, their combined effect cannot be neglected. Power-electronically-controlled FACTS

devices and HVDC lines, equipped with very fast switching capability, give the opportunity

to control dynamics on both slow and fast time scales. Finally, Phasor Measurement Units

(PMU) are sensors whose measurements could enable closing the control loops and utilizing

the fast switching of FACTS to control interconnected system behavior.

Figure 2.4: An electric energy system comprising new technologies.

We recognize that richness in dynamics of today’s electric energy systems comes from

both the conventional components and the newly added technologies. Therefore, the tra-

ditional approach to modeling and control for transient stabilization is insufficient to guar-
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antee interconnected system stability and the new approach is needed.

In the first part of this thesis, namely in Chapter 3, we propose a dynamic model of

general interconnected power systems whose all components are modeled as dynamic. This

model provides sufficient accuracy to design transient stabilizing controllers.

The assumption of instantaneous transmission system dynamics is not made in our

approach. Instead, this dynamics is modeled using time-varying phasors. Time-varying

phasors have routinely been used in generator and interconnected system modeling for

software analysis [23] but they have traditionally rarely been deployed for dynamic con-

troller design for interconnected system stability [21, 35] due to the increased complexity

they bring to the dynamic model by introducing additional states.

FACTS devices can also be modeled using the time-varying phasor-based models [22].

These models are developed for the stand-alone analysis of FACTS and have only been

deployed for the analysis of interconnected power system dynamics. In this thesis, we use

them to design dynamic controllers.

Modeling of transmission system and FACTS as dynamic brings benefits in two ways.

First, a more accurate picture of power system dynamics is obtained and the newly derived

dynamic model resembles reality in a more truthful way. Second and more important for

controller design is the fact that dynamic states have memory. In other words, the energy

accumulated in a dynamic system is determined by its dynamic states, while algebraic

states do not carry any additional information about the accumulated energy.

In Chapter 4, we design a FACTS controller using the model introduced in Chapter 3.

The controller is based on the idea described in Figure 2.5. The increment of energy

created by a disturbance is accumulated inside the generator in the uncontrolled system,

while the energy of FACTS and transmission system remains almost unchanged. As a

consequence, the generator will accelerate. If the disturbance is large enough, its states

will leave the region of attraction, moving away from a viable equilibrium. The basic goal of
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(a) Generator energy increment in an
uncontrolled system

(b) FACTS energy increment in an
uncontrolled system

(c) Generator energy increment in a
controlled system

(d) FACTS energy increment in a
controlled system

Figure 2.5: The increment in the accumulated energy caused by a fault.

our FACTS controller is to assure that the states of the generator remain inside the region of

attraction. In other words, the accumulated energy of the FACTS and transmission system

should increase while the generator energy level decreases (remains unchanged relative to

its pre-fault value) as shown in Figure 2.5.

This controller defers from all other controllers of FACTS as it is based on the idea that

FACTS can store excessive amounts of energy for very short periods of time. Therefore, the

effects of FACTS controllers in response to large disturbances can be significantly larger

than what was shown in the literature.
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2.2.3 Two-level Approach to Modeling and Control

Although the newly introduced model captures relevant dynamics for transient stabiliza-

tion, its complexity is overwhelming. This causes serious implementation issues as the

number of states grows very quickly for large systems.

In the second part of this thesis, in Chapter 5 in particular, we propose a two-level

approach to modeling and control of power systems. The proposed approach is focused on

modeling of the accumulated energy dynamics as this variable is an essential indicator of

interconnected system stability. Additionally, our approach captures this energy in terms

of dynamical states. This form is suitable not only for power system analysis but also for

synthesis of dynamic controllers.

Figure 2.6: Modular approach to power system representation.

To understand why rate of change of energy is an important indicator of stability, we

look at the energies of three generators shown in Figure 2.7. The generators are a part of

the three-bus system given in Figure 2.6 and the energies are plotted with no controllers

acting to stabilize disturbance.

At the beginning of the simulation, the system is at an equilibrium. At the time of

fault tf = 0.1s the energies of generators start to change. If the fault is cleared before the

system has accumulated sufficient amount of energy to become unstable (tc = 0.33s), the

states will converge to a post-fault equilibrium and so will the accumulated energy. If the
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Figure 2.7: Energies of three generators plotted as (Egi − Egi0)/Egi0.

fault has injected too much energy into the system, the system states and the accumulated

energy will not return to an equilibrium after the fault is cleared (tc = 0.43s). The rate at

which the accumulated energy increases/decreases depends on the location and the type

of fault, the pre-fault conditions in the grid, and the most important, of the exchange

of energy with different components. It is clear that managing accumulated energy of

generators and other components plays important role in transient stability of the system.

The modeling approach proposed in Chapter 5 is based on the concept of interaction

variables. Interaction variables show how different components of the system interact. We

choose accumulated energy of each component as its interaction variable zi and rewrite the

system model as

˙̄xi = f̄i(x̄i, yi, zi, ui, di), f̄i(x̄i0, zi0, yi0, ui0, 0) = 0 (2.1)

żi = pi(x̄i, zi, yi, ui, di), pi(x̄i0, zi0, yi0, ui0, 0) = 0 (2.2)

where subscript i denotes different components. In this model, states x̄i are the internal

states of components and states zi are the interaction variables. Inputs ui and disturbances

di are internal for each device, although they still affect dynamics of interactions. Coupling
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vector yi contains states on ports of all other components connected to component i.

Therefore, this vector captures the rate of change of energy between components.

Figure 2.8: Two-level approach to modeling and control.

This framework lends itself to separating the requirements for internal device stabil-

ity and interconnected system stability in a two-level approach. Figure 2.8 graphically

illustrates this separation. The internal dynamics of components, given in Equation (2.1),

can be stabilized locally using controllers ui. The interaction variable dynamics, given in

Equation (2.2), has to be stabilized at the interconnected level for all components. This

ensures that the exchange of excessive energy between components will be minimized and

that the interconnected system will reach an equilibrium.

In Chapter 6 we propose an ectropy-based controller which stabilizes interaction-level

dynamics. This controller requires minimal communication as it stabilizes the exchange

of energy between devices while the internal device dynamics are stabilized locally. The

controller can be posed as distributed or cooperative as shown in Figure 2.9. If posed as

distributed, each module will stabilize its own interaction variable. We focus our efforts on
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cooperative control as this formulation fits well with using FACTS controllers for transient

stabilization of synchronous generators.

Figure 2.9: Distributed and cooperative ectropy-based controller.

A cooperative ectropy-controller consists of two parts as shown in Figure 2.9. The first

part is a local controller of active power which controls the active power at the terminals

of a module. This power is controlled toward a reference which is given by the second part

of the controller. The second part is the ectropy-based controller of the interconnected

system dynamics. The ectropy-based controller provides the reference for the active power

controllers and the reference is computed to ensure that the dynamics of the interconnected

modules stay stable. These two parts together form a composite controller. This thesis is

organized in a way in which active power controllers are introduced first in Section 3.2.1.

The ectropy-based controller and the detailed explanation on how the two parts of the

controller fit together are introduced later in Chapter 6.

The approach to modeling and control presented in this thesis can be used on general

interconnected power systems of arbitrary size and topology which are composed of various

components. For illustration purposes, we demonstrate all concepts on a simple three-bus
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system such as the one in Figure 2.6.
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Part I

Modeling Dynamics for Very Fast

Switching Control
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Chapter 3

Dynamic Modeling of Power Systems

Modeling of power systems for control using FACTS has previously suffered from two major

shortcomings which reflect in the number of details captured by the model.

On one side, the conventional power system models which are used to design transient

controllers usually assume that FACTS devices have instantaneous dynamics [13]. This

approximation is justified by the time scale separation between fast FACTS dynamics

and slow generator rotation dynamics and it leads to the controllable impedance model

of FACTS. Although this approach to modeling captures the transients of generators,

which are needed to be controlled to maintain transient stability, it does not capture

dynamics of the FACTS which are to be used as controlling devices. And in order to

control system dynamics successfully using FACTS, it is not sufficient to model only the

rotation of generators as it has been done in the past.

On the other side, FACTS are commonly modeled as dynamic when they are used to

control a local variable, such as power flow through the line or nodal voltage. In this case,

they are often modeled in time domain using a lot of details, while the rest of the power

system is represented as a current or voltage source [7]. These models fail to capture the

response of interconnected systems to large disturbances, and therefore, cannot be used

for transient stabilization.
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A combination of the two previously described approaches is needed in order to obtain

best results. We show that modeling FACTS and the transmission grid as dynamic compo-

nents, in addition to already dynamically modeled generators, leads to an ODE model of

interconnected power systems. This model is essential to represent the dynamic exchange

of energy between the generator and the capacitors/inductors of the FACTS devices.

In this chapter we introduce a dynamic model of a general interconnected power sys-

tem with all components modeled as dynamic using time-varying phasors. Although this

model has been used in the past to analyze power system dynamic behavior in presence of

disturbances [23] and to design low-frequency oscillation damping controllers for systems

of simple topologies [16], it has never been used to design transient stabilizing FACTS

controllers for general grid topologies. There are a few reasons for this. First, time-varying

phasors increase the complexity of the dynamic model by adding dynamic states which

would otherwise be considered algebraic. Second, most of the controllers for transient sta-

bilization used in the past, such as the excitation system on synchronous generators, have

slower time constants than wires. Third, no real time synchronized measurements on the

fast time scales of kHz were available in the past. Today, the latter two technical issues

are solved with the use of power-electronic controllers and PMU sensing. The first issue

can be resolved by using systematic model reduction based on singular perturbation. At

any rate, in our approach the complexity of the model is an acceptable price to pay for

ensuring the stability of the power grid at all time scales and against very fast and large

disturbances.

An important benefit of representing the fast dynamics of wires and FACTS using time-

varying phasors is that they provide a way to model active power in reactive elements of

these devices, namely capacitors and inductors. Active power of capacitors and inductors

is zero in steady state. Representing the reactive elements using time-varying phasor

dynamics allows us to capture the active power during transients. This property is exploited
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later to design controllers.

We consider FACTS devices, generators, transmission lines and loads as integral parts of

interconnected power systems. A dynamic model of the interconnected system is obtained

by combining the dynamic models of these devices. Only balanced three-phase system

modeling is considered.

3.1 Time-varying Phasors

A time-varying phasor is a vector rotating in a complex plane at near constant frequency,

with time-varying magnitude and phase angle as shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: A time-varying phasor.

The assumption of near constant frequency proves to be true for power systems for

most of its operating conditions. The dynamics that governs electrical frequency in power

systems are slow because of the large inertia of big generators. In addition, the electrical

frequency is kept in a close range of the desired value using governor control. Therefore,

sinusoidal time-domain voltage v(t) and current i(t) can be transformed into their time-

varying phasor equivalents

v(t) = V
√

2sin(ωt+ θ) → VD + jVQ = V ejθ

i(t) = I
√

2sin(ωt+ ψ) → ID + jIQ = Iejψ
(3.1)

where the time-varying phasor form is given in both Cartesian, (VD, VQ) and (ID, IQ), and
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polar, (V, θ) and (I, ψ), coordinates. Subscripts D and Q are used to denote direct (real)

and quadrature (imaginary) component of a phasor. Both coordinate systems are used

interchangeably.

The time domain differential equations of many common devices in power systems (e.g.

synchronous and induction machines, transmission lines, loads) can be written as time-

varying phasor differential equations if all variables are near-sinusoidal and the frequency

is near constant. We start by showing this transformation on an example of a capacitor

and an inductor.

An inductor of constant inductance L and a capacitor of constant capacitance C are

described with the following dynamic equations in time domain

v(t) = L
di(t)

dt
, i(t) = C

dv(t)

dt
(3.2)

These two equations transferred into time-varying phasor domain are

İD =
1

L
VD + ωIQ , V̇D =

1

C
ID + ωVQ

İQ =
1

L
VQ − ωID , V̇Q =

1

C
IQ − ωVD

(3.3)

in Cartesian coordinates, or equivalently

İ =
1

L
V cos(θ − ψ) , ψ̇ =

1

LI
V sin(θ − ψ) − ω

V̇ =
1

C
Icos(ψ − θ) , θ̇ =

1

CV
Isin(ψ − θ) − ω

(3.4)

in polar coordinates. Note that frequency ω is the electrical frequency in the grid and it is

assumed constant in this derivation.

Steady state equations which describe AC circuits are obtained from (3.3) or (3.4) if

the derivatives are set to zero.
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3.1.1 Energy Function in the Time-varying Phasor Domain

The time-varying phasor modeling is not compatible with instantaneous power and accu-

mulated energy. Thus, the appropriate definitions of accumulated energy and power for

the time-varying phasor domain have to be found in order to proceed with the controller

derivation. References [21] and [25] introduce expressions for power of inductors and ca-

pacitors in time-varying phasor domain. We review these and then we define expressions

for accumulated energy of inductors and capacitors in time-varying phasor domain.

Instantaneous power pL(t) and instantaneous accumulated energy eL(t) of the inductor

are equal to

pL(t) = v(t)i(t) = Li(t)
di(t)

dt

eL(t) =

∫ t

0

p(t)dt =
1

2
Li2(t)

(3.5)

If the current through the inductor is i(t) = I
√

2sin(ωt + ψ) and, additionally, frequency

ω is assumed constant as with time-varying phasors, then instantaneous power from (3.5)

can be rewritten as

pL(t) = LIİ(1 − cos(2ωt+ 2ψ))

+ LI2sin(2ωt+ 2ψ)(ω + ψ̇)

(3.6)

where İ = dI
dt

and ψ̇ = dψ

dt
. Now, the active power PL and reactive power QL of this

inductor in time-varying phasor domain can be defined according to [25] as

PL = LIİ

QL = LI2(ω + ψ̇)

(3.7)

In steady state, the active power PL represents the average power of the inductor over

the nominal frequency cycle while the reactive power QL represents the magnitude of the
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zero-mean oscillations.

Next, we propose a definition of accumulated energy in time-varying phasor domain.

Based on Equation (3.5) energy of an inductor can be rewritten as

eL(t) = LI2sin2(ωt+ ψ)

=
1

2
LI2 − 1

2
LI2cos(2ωt+ 2ψ)

(3.8)

In steady state, the average energy of the inductor is 1
2
LI2, because the second term

in (3.8) results in zero after averaging over the nominal frequency cycle. On the other

hand, average of cos(2ωt+2ψ) over one period is not zero during transients because phase

angle ψ changes over time. Therefore, the accumulated energy of an inductor cannot only

be defined as 1
2
LI2, but the change in phase angle ψ has to be taken into consideration as

well.

In order to find a valid energy function for an inductor represented in the time-varying

phasor domain we rewrite (3.8) as

eL(t) =
1

2
LI2 − 1

4
LI2(ej(2ωt+2ψ) + e−j(2ωt+2ψ))

= |EL| −
1

2
ÊLe

jωt − 1

2
Ê∗
Le

−1ωt

(3.9)

where ÊL is defined as

ÊL =
1

2
LI2ej2ψ (3.10)

Function ÊL is not positive for all values of ψ, and therefore, cannot be used as an

energy function of an inductor. However, it is the basic unit-function of inductor’s energy

and its stabilization will mean the stabilization of instantaneous inductor energy as well.

Therefore, we use ÊL to propose energy function νL of an inductor in time-varying phasor

domain.
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An intuitive way to find a candidate for an energy function is to multiply ÊL by its

conjugate. The product of the two is an always positive function.

νL =

√

ÊLÊ∗
L =

1

2
LI2 = EL (3.11)

The first derivative of such energy function is

ν̇L = ĖL = LIİ = PL (3.12)

Similarly, capacitor’s energy function is given as

νC =

√

ÊCÊ∗
C =

1

2
CV 2 = EC (3.13)

and the first derivative of this function is

ν̇C = ĖC = CV V̇ = PC (3.14)

By looking at the proposed energy functions EL, EC and their derivatives we see that

the change in energy magnitudes is directly controlled by the active power PL and PC

applied to the inductor/capacitor. However, the proposed energy functions do not depend

on the current and voltage phase angles ψ and θ. Therefore, stabilization of such energy

function only guarantees stability of magnitudes of phasors I and V , while phase angles ψ

and θ are allowed to move freely.

Energy functions (3.11) and (3.13) are convenient for stabilization of active power in

the system, but not for stabilization of reactive power. Therefore, we consider a different

energy function by looking at the first derivative of ÊL.
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The first derivative of ÊL is

˙̂
EL = LIİej2ψ + jLI2ψ̇ej2ψ

= LIİej2ψ + j(LI2(ω + ψ̇) − LI2ω)ej2ψ

= (PL + j(QL −QL0))e
j2ψ

(3.15)

Using the same approach as in (3.11) to construct an energy function, we get

νL =
1

2
˙̂
EL

˙̂
E∗
L

=
1

2
(P 2

L + (QL −QL0)
2)

(3.16)

This energy function depends on both, current magnitude I and phase angle ψ. Its

stabilization leads to stabilization of the inductor’s current.

Another advantage of this energy function is that it consists of two parts which could

be controlled independently. In other words, a controller which stabilizes only active or

only reactive power can be designed using this energy function.

A similar approach can be used to derive the active and reactive power expressions of

a capacitor

PC = CV V̇

QC = −CV 2(ω + θ̇)

(3.17)

and the expression for capacitor’s energy function

νC =
1

2
(P 2

C + (QC −QC0)
2) (3.18)

It follows from (3.7) and (3.17) that the active power of inductors/capacitors is different

from zero only if the magnitude of their current/voltage is changing over time. The reactive
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power, on the other hand, always exists. This is best illustrated on Figure 3.2 which

compares active and reactive power of an inductor if the voltage across it changes in a

stepwise manner.
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(a) Instantaneous inductor dynamics
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(b) Time-varying phasor model

Figure 3.2: Comparison of active and reactive power of an inductor modeled as static vs.
dynamic using time-varying phasors.

The reactive elements, capacitors and inductors, have active power equal to zero when

the system is in steady state. The steady state here refers to the constant magnitudes,

phase angles, and frequencies of all sinusoidal signals in the system. Therefore, additional

energy can be stored in FACTS devices only if their states are changing over time and do

not reach steady state.

3.2 Time-varying Phasor Modeling of Devices

Dynamic models of different devices which compose an electric power system are presented

in this section. As parts of electric energy systems, we consider generators, transmission

lines, loads and FACTS devices. Although we focus our attention on these devices, dynamic

models of other devices/controllers can easily be added to the interconnected system model.

All of the models presented here are either based on time-varying phasors or compatible

with time-varying phasor modeling.
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3.2.1 FACTS Devices

FACTS devices are located in the transmission part of the electric grid. They are primarily

used to redirect line flows if they are connected in series or to provide voltage support to

the grid if they are connected in shunt [36, 37].

The main part of a FACTS device is the reactive element: the capacitor and/or inductor.

A connection with the grid is made through a set of interconnected thyristor switches.

The fundamental characteristic of such a device is its ability to actively change its own

equivalent impedance as seen from the network side. This happens on the relatively fast

time scales due to the switching speed of thyristors, which is in the range of a few kHz

[38].

The overall behavior of a FACTS device is set by controlling firing angle α of the thyris-

tor switch [39]. The firing angle controls the time thyristor switch stays closed allowing

the current to flow through the branch. The switch can be either open (α = 0) or closed

(α = 1). Due to the fast time scale of thyristor switching, which is much faster than any

other time scale in the system, the firing angle can be thought of as a continuous signal

between zero and one. Different values in this range can then be implemented using pulse

width modulation. This is a common control strategy used to achieve desired behavior of

power electronic devices [40, 41].

FACTS devices come in two major groups [36, 37]. The group which was developed

first contains FACTS devices whose core component is a Thyristor Controlled Reactance

(TCR). A TCR is a series connection of an inductor and a thyristor switch. As its name

say, the thyristor is used to control the reactance of the inductor as seen by the rest of

the grid. Different FACTS devices are created by combining TCR branches with inductors

and capacitors and we will refer to all of them as TCR-based FACTS devices.

Another big group of FACTS devices are converter-based FACTS devices. These devices

contain a capacitor which is separated from the grid by the network of thyristor switches.
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The thyristors convert AC voltage of the grid to a unipolar voltage at the internal FACTS

capacitor. The voltage at the capacitor can be considered as DC voltage when power

system is in steady state.

It is important to mention similarities and differences between the two groups of FACTS

devices. Both groups are used to provide reactive power and voltage support, and to redi-

rect active power flow through the grid. The difference comes from the way they are

implemented which will determine how they are modeled and controlled. The TCR-based

FACTS are usually modeled as variable impedances and their controllers are designed ac-

cordingly. The converter-based FACTS are typically modeled as ideal controllable voltage

sources.

In this thesis, we propose a modeling approach which does not look at them strictly

as variable impedances or ideal voltage sources. Instead, our proposed model captures

their internal dynamics allowing us to design advanced controllers for FACTS capable of

stabilizing transients. We define the models and design controllers by using active power

and energy expressions for inductive and capacitive elements obtained in Section 3.1.

TCR-based FACTS Devices

A parallel connection of a capacitor and an inductor connected in series with a thyristor

switch is used as the basic TCR-based FACTS unit. This unit, shown in Figure 3.3, is

known as a Thyristor Controlled Series Capacitor (TCSC) if connected in series with a

transmission line or Static Var Compensator (SVC) if connected in shunt to a transmission

line [36]. We proceed with derivation thinking about it as a TCSC unless stated otherwise.

The states of the TCSC in Figure 3.3 are voltage across the capacitor v(t) and current

through the inductor i(t). The firing angle α of the thyristor switch is used as the control

input.
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Figure 3.3: Typical structure of a TCR-based FACTS device.

The time domain dynamic equations of the TCSC given in Figure 3.3 are

v̇(t) =
1

C
(itl(t) − i(t))

i̇(t) =
α(t)

L
v(t)

(3.19)

The equations can be rewritten using time-varying phasor representation of each variable.

d

dt
(V (t)cos(ωt+ θ(t))) =

1

C
[Itl(t)cos(ωt+ ψtl(t)) − I(t)cos(ωt+ ψ(t))]

d

dt
(I(t)cos(ωt+ ψ(t))) =

α(t)

L
V (t)cos(ωt+ θ(t))

(3.20)

After we introduce trigonometric identities we can remove the carrier functions sin(ωt)

and cos(ωt) by grouping the terms next to each of them. Dependence of time has been

omitted for simplicity.

d

dt
(V cosθ) =

1

C
(Itlcosψtl − Icosψ) + ωV sinθ

d

dt
(V sinθ) =

1

C
(Itlsinψtl − Isinψ) − ωV cosθ

d

dt
(Icosψ) =

α

L
(V cosθ) + ωIsinψ

d

dt
(Isinψ) =

α

L
(V sinθ) − ωIcosψ

(3.21)

And the final form of the TCSC/SVC time-varying phasor model in Cartesian coordinates
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becomes

V̇D =
1

C
(ItlD − ID) + ωVQ

V̇Q =
1

C

(

ItlQ − IQ
)

− ωVD

İD =
α

L
VD + ωIQ

İQ =
α

L
VQ − ωID

(3.22)

where subscripts D and Q indicate direct (real) and quadrature (imaginary) component of

a phasor, respectively.

A similar derivation as the one presented here has been used in [22, 42] to introduce a

model of the same circuit based on the first coefficients of Fourier analysis. One version

of this model, which preserves sufficient accuracy for purposes of transient stabilization, is

the one in Equation (3.22).

To ease the notation, Equation (3.22) will be referred to as

ẋf = ff (xf , yf , uf ) (3.23)

where xf = [VD VQ ID IQ]T is the vector of TCSC states. Vector yf = [ItlD ItlQ]T is the

coupling vector with the transmission line current. Input uf = α is the firing angle of

TCSC and it is used as the input for the transient stabilization control.

The proposed controllers are energy-based. Therefore, we introduce energy functions

for each of the devices starting with the energy function of TCSC.

An energy function of the TCSC described by the model in Equation (3.22) is composed

by combining energy functions of inductor in 3.11 and capacitor in 3.13 as

Ef =
1

2
L(I2

D + I2
Q) +

1

2
C(V 2

D + V 2
Q) (3.24)
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TCR-based FACTS as a short-term energy accumulation device

A TCR-based FACTS accumulates energy in its inductor and capacitor by controlling the

thyristor switch. The switch is controlled in such a way that the stored energy is cycling

between the inductor and capacitor allowing the FACTS to temporarily generate/consume

active power. We try to illustrate the process of energy accumulation in this subsection.

Figure 3.4: A TCR-based FACTS device connected to a controllable power source.

Let us assume that a source of external active and reactive power is attached to the

FACTS device as shown in Figure 3.4. The external source of active and reactive power is
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Figure 3.5: Power of the controlled source.

only used for this illustration as such device will not be attached to the FACTS in real-world

installations. However, it is a useful concept to show how a FACTS device will behave if

controlled to accumulate energy. In this subsection the thyristor switching of FACTS is
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kept constant while only the power of the source is modified. The source is generating

active and reactive power as shown in Figure 3.5. The reactive power is unchanged in this

simulation while only the active power is modified.

The response of the FACTS is shown in Figure 3.6. The current and the voltage of

FACTS increase during the time active power is controlled to be different than zero. During

the same period, energy of the inductor and capacitor of FACTS grows.
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(b) Inductor current
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(c) Capacitor power
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(d) Inductor power
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Figure 3.6: FACTS device as an energy accumulation device.

The additional energy, injected into FACTS by the non-zero active power coming from
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the source, is cycling between inductor and capacitor as we can see from Figures 3.6(a)

and 3.6(b). In this example, the FACTS devices is taking all the energy supplied by the

source. In the following subsection we derive an expression for an active power controller

which uses thyristor switching to control how much energy is stored in the FACTS.

Control of active power through TCR-based FACTS

The main reason we model FACTS devices as dynamic is to be able to inject or extract

energy from them by controlling the active power through the device. In this subsection

we derive the controller of active power through the TCR-based FACTS device. This

controller is used in the following chapters to design a controller for transient stabilization

of interconnected systems.

The TCR-based FACTS model is given in Equation (3.22). The goal of the controller

is to switch the thyristor on and off so that the active power through the TCSC device is

equal to power reference P ∗
f . This is accomplished by using a control Lyapunov function-

like controller. The theory of the Control Lyapunov Function (CLF) is given in Appendix 3.

We choose the following control Lyapunov function

ν(xf ) =
1

2
(Pf − P ∗

f )2 (3.25)

where

Pf = VDItlD + VQItlQ = PL + PC (3.26)

is the active power through the TCSC. This function satisfies the first two properties of

CLF: ν(xf ) ≥ 0, ∀xf ∈ R4 and ν(xf ) = 0, Pf = P ∗
f . The controller which guarantees the

third property of the CLF, ν̇(xf ) ≤ 0, ∀xf ∈ R4, is derived next.

Combination of the active and reactive power expressions of an inductor given in (3.7)
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yields

PL = QL

1

ω + ψ̇

İ

I
(3.27)

The first derivative of this expression is

ṖL = Q̇L
1

ω + ψ̇

İ

I
−QL

ω̇ + ψ̈

(ω + ψ̇)2
İ

I
+QL

1

ω + ψ̇

ÏI − İ2

I2
(3.28)

The second derivatives of current magnitude I and current phase angle ψ can be found

by taking the derivative of the differential equations of the model in Equation (3.22),

translated into polar coordinates. Once these derivatives are found, the first derivative of

active power through FACTS becomes

Ṗf = ṖC +
Q̇L

QL

PL +
P 2
L +Q2

L

QL

(

−(ω + θ̇) +
αQL

LI2

)

(3.29)

If the controller is chosen as

α =
LI2

QL

[

(ω + θ̇) − QL

P 2
L +Q2

L

(

Q̇L

QL
PL + ṖC + β

)]

(3.30)

then Equation (3.29) reduces to

Ṗf = −β (3.31)

Finally, the first derivative of the CLF follows

ν̇(xf ) = −(Pf − P ∗
f )β (3.32)

The term β is specified by the designer and it depends on the choice of the control
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logic. For a CLF type controller, β is

β = KP (Pf − P ∗
f ) (3.33)

where KP > 0 is the gain of the controller.

In this case, the controller from (3.30) together with (3.33) will enable the active power

through TCSC to approach reference P ∗
f as long as the switching signal α does not reach

saturation. Further analysis has to be made to determine the type of disturbance this

controller is capable of handling without reaching saturation. In other words, this becomes

the problem of dimensioning FACTS components to ensure transient stabilization for a

given set of disturbances.

Control performance on a two-bus system

This simulation is performed to show that FACTS devices can have active power different

from zero even if they are made of only reactive elements.

A TCSC with the active power controller from Equation (3.30) is simulated in a two

bus power system on Figure 3.7. The generator at Bus 1 is producing 90% of the total

generation of 1.5MW . The flow of power through the transmission line with TCSC is 30%

while the flow of power through the parallel line is 70% of the total power transfered from

Bus 1 to Bus 2.

Figure 3.7: Two generator test system.
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The TCSC is controlled to have reference power of P ∗
f = 0.001MW across its ends for

duration of T = 0.125s. The resulting plots are show in Figure 3.8 for two different sets of

parameters of the TCSC. TCSC is considered large in terms of compensation it provides

for one set of parameters and small for the other. In both cases, TCSC reacts fast and

controls active power across its ends. This can be best seen by looking at the plots of the

accumulated energy on the inductor. Both plots show increase in this energy during time

T . This is a conclusion hard to make only by looking at the plots of the active power of

the inductor, because these have too many spikes created by thyristor switching. Finally,

the large inductor TCSC and the small inductor TCSC differ in their behavior. The TCSC

with a smaller inductor is accumulating energy with a slower pace.

(a) Active power of FACTS
for a smaller inductor

(b) Energy of FACTS
for a smaller inductor

(c) Switching signal of FACTS
for a smaller inductor

(d) Active power of FACTS
for a bigger inductor

(e) Energy of FACTS
for a bigger inductor

(f) Switching signal of FACTS
for a bigger inductor

Figure 3.8: Two generator test system simulation results for active power control on TCSC.
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Converter-based FACTS Devices

Converter-based FACTS devices are recently becoming more popular as they are smaller

in size compared to TCR-based FACTS. A Convertible Synchronous Compensator (CSC)

commissioned by New York Power Authority (NYPA) at Marcy substation, one of the

most advanced power-electronically-controlled devices in the grid to date, has the ability

to operate in ten different regimes controlling voltage at the bus and active and reactive

power through two transmission lines [10, 11].

We consider a simplified Marcy-like Convertible Synchronous Compensator (CSC) made

of two identical DC to AC converters which can be interconnected through a shared DC

bus. The structure of the CSC is taken from [10] but its set of functionalities is reduced

for this illustration. According to this reference, one converter is connected in series with

the transmission line acting like a Synchronous Static Series Compensator (SSSC), while

the other converter is connected in shunt with the bus acting like a Synchronous Static

Compensator (STATCOM). If the two converters are internally connected via a shared bus

then the CSC device is acting like a Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) as shown in

Figure 3.9.

For steady state or small signal stability applications, it is safe to assume that these

converters can be modeled as ideal AC voltage sources. However, this assumption does not

hold if we wish to use converters for stabilization of large disturbances as these disturbances

might require excessive amounts of energy to stabilize. Therefore, we introduce a new model

of converter-based FACTS device which captures their dynamics and their limitations.

We start by assuming that a converter is modeled as a non-ideal voltage source whose

magnitude and phase angle are controllable using a network of thyristor switches, but

whose energy is supplied by the internal FACTS capacitor. The voltage of this capacitor

is not assumed constant as it is usually done when looking at the steady state. Therefore,

we avoid using the term DC and instead refer to this capacitor as the FACTS capacitor.
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Figure 3.9: Unified Power Flow Controller.

We model dynamics of the FACTS capacitor Cf which supplies the SSSC voltage Vs as

V̇f =
1

Cf
If (3.34)

where subscript f refers to FACTS variables and parameters on the internal side of the

converter, which we avoid calling DC for already mentioned reasons.

Assuming negligible converter losses and negligible size of harmonics we can claim that

VfIf = Pf = Psssc = VsItlcos(θs − ψtl) and rewrite

V̇f =
1

Cf

VsItlcos(θs − ψtl)

Vf
(3.35)

where Vs, Itl, θs and ψtl refer to the phasor of voltage and current on the AC side of the

converter. The last equality is obviously an approximation as some of the energy will go

into harmonics or will be dissipated by the losses of thyristor switches. Further work is

needed to accurately model these losses of energy in Equation (3.35).

If the CSC is used as a UPFC then the two FACTS capacitors are connected in parallel

giving the dynamical model of the CSC as

V̇f =
1

2Cf

VsItlcos(θs − ψtl) + VpIpcos(θp − ψp)

Vf
(3.36)
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In some practical applications, the converter is operated in a phase-locked loop with

certain reference voltage/current in the grid. This practically means that the converter

achieves its objective by controlling the magnitude of the AC source while its phase is

locked and determined by the phase of the reference. In the case of large disturbances,

locking the phase of the controllable source to a freely moving reference in the grid might

prove to be, if not harmful, then at least non-beneficial for the system stability. Therefore,

we assume that voltages of the two converters Vs, θs, Vp and θp are controllable.

However, an additional condition on the control input has to be met. Namely, controlled

voltage magnitudes Vs and Vp have to stay inside the range of the voltage of the internal

FACTS capacitor

0 < Vp < Kswp
Vf

|Vs| <
1

2
Ksws

Vf

(3.37)

where 0 < Kswp
, Ksws

< 1 is a constant which depends on the topology of the converter’s

switches. This condition can be interpreted in terms of size of the FACTS capacitor.

Namely, the bigger the capacitor, the higher nominal voltage Vf can be.

To ease the notation, Equation (3.36) will be referred to as

ẋf = ff (xf , yf , uf ) (3.38)

where xf = [Vf ]
T is the vector of CSC states. Vector yf = [ItlD ItlQ IpD IpQ]T is the

coupling vector with the transmission line and the STATCOM current. Input vector uf =

[Vs θs Vp θp]
T contains voltages injected to the grid by the CSC and it is used as the input

for the transient stabilization control.
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An energy function of the CSC described by the model in Equation (3.36) is

Ef =
1

2
CfV

2
f

(3.39)

Control of active power through converter-based FACTS

We derive expressions for the controllers of converter-based FACTS on the example of the

CSC. Similarly as in the case of the TCR-based FACTS, we wish to control active power

through SSSC to obtain desired reference P ∗
f .

The phase angle of the converter’s voltage is controlled as

θs = arccos(
1

VsItl
P ∗
f ) + ψtl (3.40)

where P ∗
f is an arbitrary reference for SSSC power. Control signal from (3.40) is used until

| 1

VsItl
P ∗
f | > 1 (3.41)

If this condition is met, the controller will not be able to provide required power just by

controlling the phase angle θs. Therefore, we introduce the expression for control of AC

voltage of the converter as

Vs =
1

Itlcos(θs − ψtl)
P ∗
f (3.42)

Of course, Vs can reach saturation defined by (3.37). If this happens, the controller is

supplying/absorbing the largest amount of energy under given conditions in the network.

Next, we introduce the controller of the internal dynamics of FACTS, namely internal

voltage Vf . This voltage is controlled by using the STATCOM converter. The goal is to

ensure that the converter-based FACTS will be internally stable while at the same time,
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it is helping to transiently stabilize the system. The phase angle of this converter is

θp = arctan(
−Kf (Vf − Vf0) − y(Vf )IpD

y(Vf )IpQ
) (3.43)

while the voltage magnitude of this converter Vp is given as

Vp =
1

cos(θp)
y(Vf ) (3.44)

where y(Vf ) = V2D +Lt(ωIpQ+KIIpD +Kf (Vf −Vf0)). As in the case with the SSSC, this

controller can reach saturation as Vp reaches its limit given in (3.37).

The main difference between TCR-based FACTS and converter-based FACTS is that

the first accumulate energy only on average per cycle while the second can accumulate

energy for infinite time in theory. This additional energy is stored as electric charge at

capacitor Cf . The physical characteristics of the capacitor will determine how much energy

can be stored in it. In other words, this becomes the problem of dimensioning converter

capacitors to obtain guaranteed performance.

3.2.2 Transmission line

To avoid dealing with algebraic states, all transmission lines are represented using a lumped

parameter π model. Next, their lumped-parameter representation is modeled using time-

varying phasors. The derivation of this model is the same as the derivation of the time-

varying phasor model for FACTS and it is omitted here due to limited space. Only the

final form of this model is given.

The time-varying phasor model of a transmission line which is connecting two nodes

in the grid, in this particular case nodes 1 and 2 as shown in Figure 3.10, is given by the
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Figure 3.10: Transmission line π representation.

following two sets of equations

V̇b1D =
1

Cch1

(I1D
− ItlD) + ωVb1Q

V̇b1Q =
1

Cch1

(

I1Q
− ItlQ

)

− ωVb1D

V̇b2D =
1

Cch2

(ItlD − I2D) + ωVb2Q

V̇b2Q =
1

Cch2

(

ItlQ − I2Q
)

− ωVb2D

(3.45)

İtlD =
1

Ltl
(Vb1D − Vb2D −RtlItlD) + ωItlQ

İtlQ =
1

Ltl
(Vb1Q − Vb2Q −RtlItlQ) − ωItlD

(3.46)

where (ItlD, ItlQ) is the current through the transmission line. Voltages (Vb1D, Vb1Q) and

(Vb2D, Vb2Q) are the voltages of two nodes on each side of the transmission line. Currents

(I1D, I1Q) and (I2D, I2Q) are the currents injection into the line between nodes 1 and 2. In

an interconnected network, these currents will be equal to the sum of currents of all trans-

mission lines, generators and loads connected to that node excluding current (ItlD, ItlQ).

If a series FACTS device is located at the transmission line, then Equation (3.46) would

take the following form

İtlD =
1

L
(Vb1D − Vb2D − VD −RItlD) + ωItlQ

İtlQ =
1

L
(Vb1Q − Vb2Q − VQ −RItlQ) − ωItlD

(3.47)
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where (VD, VQ) is the FACTS capacitor voltage from the model given in Equation (3.22).

To ease the notation, transmission line model will be referred to as

ẋb1 = fb1(xb1 , xtl, yb1)

ẋb2 = fb2(xb2 , xtl, yb2)

ẋtl = ftl(xtl, xb1 , xb2 , yf )

(3.48)

where xtl = [ItlD ItlQ]T , xb1 = [Vb1D Vb1Q]T and xb2 = [Vb2D Vb2Q]T are the vectors of

transmission line states. Vectors yb1 = [I1D I1Q]T and yb2 = [I2D I2Q]T are the coupling

vectors with other devices. Vector yf = [VD VQ]T is the coupling vector with the FACTS

device, if one is located at the transmission line.

Although fairly simple, this model provides sufficient accuracy. Reference [21] warns

about the accuracy of this model for very fast transients but the experimental validation

remains an open question which goes beyond the scope of this thesis.

An energy function of the transmission line described by the model in Equation (3.46)

is

Etl =
1

2
Ltl(I

2
tlD + I2

tlQ)

Eb1 =
1

2
Cch1

(V 2
b1D

+ V 2
b1Q

)

Eb2 =
1

2
Cch2

(V 2
b2D

+ V 2
b2Q

)

(3.49)

3.2.3 Load

If a transmission grid is modeled using time-varying phasors then the interconnected system

model takes the form of coupled nonlinear ODEs, regardless of the load model one chooses.

Therefore, loads can be represented either using nonlinear dynamic models or as constant

power or constant impedance loads. We use the constant power load representation.

If a load is to be represented as a constant impedance load shown in Figure 3.11, its
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Figure 3.11: Load represented as a constant impedance.

dynamic model would take the form

İlD =
1

Ll
(VbD −RlIlD) + ωIlQ

İlQ =
1

Ll
(VbQ −RlIlQ) − ωIlD

(3.50)

To ease the notation, the constant impedance load model will be referred to as

ẋl = fl(xl, yl) (3.51)

where xl = [IlD IlQ]T is the state vector of the load and yl = [VbD VbQ]T is the vector of

load couplings with the node.

An energy function of the constant impedance load described by the model in Equa-

tion (3.50) is

El =
1

2
Ll(I

2
lD + I2

lQ) (3.52)

3.2.4 Generator

Generators are usually modeled as synchronous machines in power system stability studies.

Exceptional is the wind turbine which can be modeled as an induction machine depending

on its internal structure. The synchronous machine models are well-studied and known
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[43, 44] and some references [30, 32] show how they can be altered into the forms more

appropriate for power system stability studies. The model of an induction machine can be

put in a similar form as well [45].

We avoid using compact forms of generator models in this thesis, as these models par-

tially approximate generator dynamics as instantaneous. Instead, we use the synchronous

and induction generator models which preserve dynamics of rotation and dynamics of all

windings. These models are taken from [32] and only their final forms are presented here.

The reader is encouraged to look at [32] for the full derivation of the models which will be

shown next.

It is important to emphasize that the generator models used in this thesis do not neglect

any generator dynamics by approximating it as instantaneous.

The synchronous generator model expressed using flux linkages as state variables is

ψ̇d = −idrs − vd + ωeψq

ψ̇D = −iDrD

ψ̇f = −ifrf + vf

ψ̇q = −iqrs − vq − ωeψd

ψ̇Q = −iQrQ

θ̇ = ω

ω̇ =
1

2H
(Tm − Te)

(3.53)

In this equation, flux linkages ψd and ψq are the flux linkages of the stator winding. Flux

linkages ψD and ψQ are the flux linkages of the rotor damper winding. Flux linkage ψf is the

flux linkage of the rotor field excitation winding. Currents id, iq, iD, iQ and if correspond

to these flux linkages. Electrical torque Te is created by the load while mechanical torque

Tm is provided through the governor of the generator. Excitation voltage is denoted with
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vf .

To complete the model, the connection between currents and flux linkages is given by

the relationship





ψd

ψD

ψf

ψq

ψQ



 =





Ld LAD LAF 0 0
LAD LD LDF 0 0
LAF LDF LF 0 0

0 0 0 Lq LAQ

0 0 0 LAQ LQ









id
iD
if
iq
iQ



 (3.54)

or in compact form

[ψd ψD ψf ψq ψQ]T = Lg[id iD if iq iQ]T (3.55)

where Lg is the machine inductance matrix relating the flux linkages and the currents in

the coils. The electrical torque Te is equal to

Te = ψqid − ψdiq (3.56)

The induction generator model can also be stated using flux linkages as state variables

ψ̇d = −idrs − vd + ωeψq

ψ̇D = −iDrD − vD + (ωe − ω)ψQ

ψ̇q = −iqrs − vq − ωeψd

ψ̇Q = −iQrQ − vQ − (ωe − ω)ψD

θ̇ = ω

ω̇ =
1

2H
(Tm − Te)

Te = ψDiQ − ψQiD

[ψd ψq ψD ψQ]T = Lg[id iq iD iQ]T

(3.57)

As the synchronous and induction generator models are very similar, we will continue
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with derivations using the synchronous generator model. Everything that is derived in this

section can also be done in the case of the induction generator whose final model will take

a slightly different form from the synchronous generator form.

The dynamic model in Equation (3.53) can be rewritten using currents as states, as

shown in [32]. The change of states is simply obtained by using the relationship (3.55) as

the mapping between states. The newly obtained dynamic model is

i̇d = −ldrsid − lADrriD − lAF rf if + ωeldLqiq + ωeldLAQiQ − ldvd − lAFvf

i̇D = −lADrsid − lDrriD − lDF rf if + ωelADLqiq + ωelADLAQiQ − lADvd − lAFvf

i̇f = −lAF rsid − lDF rriD − lF rf if + ωelAFLqiq + ωelAFLAQiQ − lAFvd − lFvf

i̇q = −ωelqLdid − ωelqLADiD − ωelqLAF if − lqrsiq − lAQrriQ − lqvq

i̇Q = −ωelAQLdid − ωelAQLADiD − ωelAQLAF if − lAQrsiq − lQrriQ − lAQvq

θ̇ = ω

ω̇ =
1

2H
(Tm − Te)

(3.58)

where

l = L−1 =





ld lAD lAF 0 0
lAD lD lDF 0 0
lAF lDF lF 0 0
0 0 0 lq lAQ

0 0 0 lAQ lQ



 (3.59)

is the inverse of the generator inductance matrix L. The electrical torque can be expressed

using currents as

Te = (Lq − Ld)idiq + LAQiQid − LADiDiq − LAF if iq (3.60)

The excitation system and governors are not modeled although the inclusion of these

models is simple. Instead, mechanical input power is assumed constant. This way, only

the effect of faster controllers, FACTS and excitation, to interconnected system dynamics
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is observed.

Energy accumulated in a generator is the sum of kinetic energy of rotation Erot and

electromagnetic energy of stator and rotor coils Eem.

Eg = Erot + Eem = Hω2 +
1

2
ITg LIg (3.61)

Control of generator acceleration

Next, we show how generator acceleration can be controlled using the excitation voltage.

The controller derived here is used in the following chapters to ensure interconnected system

stability.

In order to control generator acceleration, we create a control Lyapunov function-like

controller and define the objective manifold as

ν(xg) =
1

2
(α− α∗)2 (3.62)

where α is the acceleration of the generator.

Function from (3.62) satisfies the first two properties of CLF: ν(xg) ≥ 0, ∀xg ∈ R7 and

ν(xg) = 0, α = α∗. The third property of the CLF, ν̇(xg) ≤ 0, ∀xg ∈ R7, is guaranteed

by the controller. The first derivative of the energy function is

ν̇(xg) = (α− α∗)α̇ (3.63)

If the generator damping is neglected, the generator acceleration is defined as

α =
1

2H
(TM − Te) =

1

2H
(TM − ITgNIg) (3.64)
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The first derivative of acceleration is then

α̇ = − Ṫe
2H

=
1

2H
(ω(Ψdid + Ψqiq) +Qe − (Ψq i̇d − Ψdi̇q)) (3.65)

where Ψd = Ldid+LADiD+LAF iF and Ψq = Lqiq+LAQiQ. In the last equation i̇d depends

on the excitation voltage vf while i̇q does not. This is due to the fact that the excitation

winding is aligned with d− axis of the rotor.

By choosing the exciter voltage as

vf =
1

lAFΨq

(−ω(Ψdid + Ψqiq) −Qe − Ψq(i̇d − lAFvf ) + Ψdi̇q − β) (3.66)

we obtain α̇ = −β. The term β is specified by the designer and in our case we choose it

to be

β = KP (α− α∗) (3.67)

where KP > 0 is the gain of the controller. This controller will ensure that the generator

states reach desired objective manifold.

3.3 Modeling of an Interconnected Power System

In order to introduce a model of an interconnected power system, we take a step back

and define a common reference. Each device model is represented in terms of dynamics of

phasors. The D and Q components of these phasors are given with respect to a reference

axis. The reference axis has to be the same for all the devices in the system if we are to

combine their models together. Therefore, we first introduce a unique reference. Next, we

show how generator states are mapped from their local reference frames into this common
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reference frame. Finally, the interconnected system model is shown.

3.3.1 The choice of phase angle reference

A reference angle has to exist in an interconnected power system if we wish to represent

voltages and currents in terms of phasors. The phase angle of each phasor is measured

relative to this common reference angle. Another way to think about the phase angle

reference is to consider it as the time-zero marker for the time domain sin-wave voltages

and currents.

At the same time, rotor position angles of all synchronous generators can be expressed

as the deviations from this common reference, denoted by δ, instead of the absolute value

of the rotor position angle θ. An advantage of capturing dynamics of rotor position devi-

ation over rotor angle absolute value is that it tells more about dynamic stability of the

interconnected system. Rotor angle deviations show if the synchronization between gener-

ators is lost and preserving the synchronization between generators is the main transient

stabilization objective.

The common reference angle is defined by the frequency it rotates at, notably called

reference frequency. The choice of the reference frequency is not unique and a few most

common references are described next. Three ways of assigning the frequency reference are

commonly used: nominal steady state frequency, frequency of a large machine, or center

of inertia frequency.

Nominal Steady State Frequency as the Reference Frequency

The reference frequency can be chosen as the nominal steady state frequency of all syn-

chronous machines. The nominal frequency, which is denoted by ω0, is a constant value

for the entire simulation time and equal to 377rad/s(60Hz). The steady state frequency

is not physical and does not belong to any of the generators nor devices in the system.
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Therefore, it is more often used in power system simulation tools than for control design

purposes, e.g. MATLAB SimPowerSystems Toolbox uses this reference.

If nominal steady state frequency is used as a reference, then the dynamic equations

describing rotation of all synchronous generators in the system are modified in the following

way

δ̇ = ω − ω0

ω̇ =
1

2H
(Tm − ITg NIg)

(3.68)

where δ represents the deviation of the generator’s rotor angle position from the reference

angle.

Frequency of a Large Generator as Reference

Frequency of a very large generator can be taken as the reference frequency. This is usually

the generator with the largest inertia. Additionally, it is assumed that this generator is

equipped with a governor controller whose set-point is set to the nominal frequency of the

system ω0 = 377rad/s.

If a generator is chosen as the reference generator then its frequency and phase angle

are removed from the set of system states. This is done because the reference frequency

has to be known at all times and cannot depend on other states. Therefore, this approach

somewhat changes the overall dynamic response of the interconnected power system be-

cause it neglects the dynamics of frequency which, although slow, might still exist. Note

that the current dynamics of this generator are kept in the system model.

Additionally, if the voltage is perfectly controlled to a desired value, dynamic equations

for voltage can be removed from the system model. If this assumption is made we arrive

at the infinite bus approximation of a large generator. An infinite bus can be considered as

an exceptionally large generator whose frequency is always constant and equal to ω0 and
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whose voltage is controlled to its set-point E.

The dynamic equations describing rotation of all synchronous generators in the system

except of the reference generator will be modified in the same way as shown in (3.68). The

difference between this reference and the nominal steady state frequency is in the number

of states kept in the interconnected system model.

Center of Inertia Frequency as the Reference Frequency

Center of inertia (COI) frequency is the scaled weighted sum of the frequencies of all

generators in the system [31]. The weights are the inertias of all generators and the scaling

factor is the sum of all inertias. Therefore, center of inertia frequency and center of inertia

phase angle are given by

ωCOI =
1

∑ng

k=0Hk

ng
∑

k=0

Hkωk

θCOI =
1

∑ng

k=0Hk

ng
∑

k=0

Hkθk

(3.69)

The dynamic behavior of center of inertia reference is obtained by taking the first

derivative of expressions in Equation (3.69) and is given by

ωCOI =
1

2HT

TCOI

θCOI = ωCOI

(3.70)

where TCOI and HT are defined as

TCOI =

ng
∑

k=0

Tmk
− Tek

HT =

ng
∑

k=0

Hk

(3.71)
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The dynamic equations describing rotation of all synchronous generators in the system

are modified in the following way

δ̇ = ω̃ = ω − ωCOI

˙̃ω =
1

2H
(Tm − ITg NIg) −

1

2HT

TCOI

(3.72)

This reference is a moving reference which is not fixed by any constraint. In other

words, this kind of reference allows for mechanical frequencies of synchronous generators

to settle at any value without specifying what that value should be. One way to avoid

floating frequency is to model governors as dynamic and use frequency control to ensure

that the frequency of all generators is controlled toward ω0 and therefore ωCOI = ω0. If

this is not done, then the value of the frequency of center of inertia is unknown using this

model.

Frequency Reference and the Electrical Frequency

All the reference frames presented in this section convert the dynamic system model into

a form in which all the state variables converge to constants in steady state and in which

deviations in rotation are captured as dynamic states.

In all three cases, the dynamics of currents and voltages should be interpreted relative

to the corresponding reference frequency. Therefore we define electrical frequency as

ωe = ω0 (3.73)

if the reference frequency is chosen as the nominal steady state frequency or the frequency

of a large generator and

ωe = ωCOI (3.74)
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if the electrical frequency is chosen as the center of inertia frequency.

It is important to mention that the induction generator model is also modified to

describe deviations in frequency and rotor position angle. However, this modification does

not provide any new insight into system stability due to the existence of an induction

machine’s slip frequency.

Center of inertia phase angle reference is used in this thesis.

3.3.2 Mapping Generator States into Network Reference Frame

Generator equations (3.53) and (3.57) are given in the rotating reference frame. The

rotating reference frame is aligned with the rotor of the generator, and notably, it spins

with the velocity equal to the mechanical frequency of the generator. D and Q component

of the stator and rotor flux in these equations are given relative to the rotating reference

frame.

On the other hand, a reference frame rotating together with the electrical frequency of

the network is called network reference frame.

In order to put a model of an interconnected system together, multiple generators have

to be interconnected. In order to do so, the states of these generators should be mapped

into the same reference frame. We choose this common reference frame as explained in the

previous section and we name it network reference frame.

The Park-Blondel transform is used to map the states of generators from their respective

rotating reference frames into the common network reference frame. The Park-Blondel

transform which maps the states of the generator from the rotating into network reference
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frame is given as
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(3.75)

where (id, iq) is the phasor of stator current of the generator in rotating reference frame,

(ID, IQ) is the phasor of the same current in the network reference frame and δ is deviation

of the rotor position angle of the generator.

The inverse transform which maps the generator stator current from the network to

the rotating reference frame is given as
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B (δ)
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(3.76)

Now that the transform has been introduced, it is convenient to rewrite the generator

model in the network reference frame. The obtained generator model describes dynamics

of the phasor of stator current in the network reference frame (ID, IQ).

Reference [31] explains how this change of states is performed on the system whose

generators are represented using two-axis generator model. Derivation in this thesis follows

the same steps, and therefore, it will not be described in details.

The dynamical equations of the generator given in (3.58) can be rewritten as

İD = − c1rsID + c2rs(IDcos(2δ) + IQsin(2δ))

+ ωed1IQ + ωed2(IDsin(2δ) − IQcos(2δ))

− lADrriDsin(δ) − lAF rf ifsin(δ) + ωeldLAQiQsin(δ)

− ωelqLADiDcos(δ) − ωelqLAF ifcos(δ) − lAQrriQcos(δ)
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− c1VD + c2(VDcos(2δ) + VQsin(2δ)) − lAFvfsin(δ) − (ω − ωe)IQ

i̇D = − lADrs(IDsin(δ) − IQcos(δ)) − lDrriD − lDF rf if

+ ωelADLq(IDcos(δ) + IQsin(δ)) + ωelADLAQiQ − lADvd − lAFvf

i̇f = − lAF rs(IDsin(δ) − IQcos(δ)) − lDF rriD − lF rf if (3.77)

+ ωelAFLq(IDcos(δ) + IQsin(δ)) + ωelAFLAQiQ − lAFvd − lFvf

İQ = − c1rsIQ + c2rs(IDsin(2δ) − IQcos(2δ))

− ωed1ID − ωed2(IDcos(2δ) + IQsin(2δ))

+ lADrriDcos(δ) + lAF rf ifcos(δ) − ωeldLAQiQcos(δ)

− ωelqLADiDsin(δ) − ωelqLAF ifsin(δ) − lAQrriQsin(δ)

− c1VQ + c2(VDsin(2δ) − VQcos(2δ)) + lAFvfcos(δ) + (ω − ωe)ID

i̇Q = − ωelAQLd(IDsin(δ) − IQcos(δ)) − ωelAQLADiD − ωelAQLAF if

− lAQrs(IDcos(δ) + IQsin(δ)) − lQrriQ − lAQvq

δ̇ =ω − ωe

ω̇ =
1

2H
(Tm − Te)

where,

c1 =
1

2
(ld + lq), d1 =

1

2
(ldLq + lqLd)

c2 =
1

2
(ld − lq), d2 =

1

2
(ldLq − lqLd)

(3.78)
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Next, we rewrite Equation (3.77) in the compact matrix form as

İg =Ass(δ, ω)Ig + Asr(δ, ω)ig + Bss(δ)V + Bsr(δ)vf

i̇g =Ars(δ, ω)Ig + Arr(ω)ig + Brs(δ)V + Brrvf

δ̇ =ω − ωe

ω̇ =
1

2H
(Tm − ITg NIg)

(3.79)

where

Ass(δ, ω) =A1 + B1W + C1R(δ) + D1WR(δ) − W̃

Asr(δ, ω) =PB(δ)F1 + PB(δ)WH1

Bss(δ) =M1 + N1R(δ)

Bsr(δ) =K1U(δ) (3.80)

Ars(δ, ω) =C2P
−1
B (δ) + W3D2P

−1
B (δ)

Arr(ω) =F2 + W3H2

Brs(δ) =N2P
−1
B (δ)

Brr =K2

and Ig is the vector of stator current in the network reference frame and ig is the vector of

rotor currents in the rotating reference frame

Ig = [ID IQ]T , ig = [iD iF iQ]T (3.81)

and V is the vector of the generator terminal voltage in the network reference frame

V = [VD VQ]T (3.82)
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Matrix PB(δ) in Equation (3.80) is the Park-Blondel transform matrix and P−1
B (δ) is

its inverse. Matrices R(2δ), W, W3, W̃ and U(δ) are

R(2δ) =
[

cos(2δ) sin(2δ)
sin(2δ) −cos(2δ)

]

W = [ 0 ω
−ω 0 ] W3 =

[

0 ω 0
0 0 ω
−ω 0 0

]

W̃ =
[ 0 ω−ωe

−(ω−ωe) 0

]

U(δ) =
[

sin(δ)
−cos(δ)

]

(3.83)

Parameter matrices in Equation (3.80) are

A1 =
[

−rsc1 0
0 −rsc1

]

B1 =
[

d1 0
0 d1

]

C1 =
[

rsc2 0
0 rsc2

]

D1 =
[

d2 0
0 d2

]

F1 =
[

−lADrr −lAF rf 0
0 0 −lAQrr

]

H1 =
[

lqLAD lqLAF 0
0 0 ldLAQ

]

M1 =
[

−c1 0
0 −c1

]

N1 =
[

c2 0
0 c2

]

K1 =
[

−lAF 0
0 −lAF

]

C2 =

[

−lADrs 0
−lAF rs 0

0 −lAQrs

]

D2 =

[

lAQLd 0
0 lADLq

0 lAFLq

]

N2 =

[

−lAD 0
−lAF 0

0 −lAQ

]

K2 =
[

−lDF

−lAF
0

]

F2 =

[

−lDrr −lDF rf 0
−lDF rr −lF rf 0

0 0 −lQrr

]

H2 =

[

lAQLAD lAQLAF 0
0 0 lADLAQ

0 0 lAFLAQ

]

(3.84)

Finally, to ease the notation, generator model (3.79) will be referred to as

ẋg = fg(xg, yg, ug) (3.85)

where xg = [ID IQ iD iF iQ δ ω]T is the vector of generator states and yg = [VD VQ]T is

the coupling vector with the transmission line model. The set of dynamic equations fg will

vary between the synchronous and induction machine equations depending on the type of

generator. The governor mechanical input torque is considered as a parameter while the

excitation is considered as a control input. Therefore, ug = vf .

3.3.3 Dynamic Model of an Interconnected Power System

An interconnected system model is obtained by combining the full dynamic models of

induction and/or synchronous generators shown in Equation (3.85); with transmission line
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time-varying phasor model shown in Equation (3.48); and the FACTS time-varying phasor

model shown in Equation (3.23).

Consider a power system with nb nodes, ntl transmission lines, ng generators and nf

FACTS devices. For i = 1...nb, j = 1...ntl, k = 1...ng and m = 1...nf , the interconnected

power system model is

İgk
=Assk

(δk, ωk)Igk
+ Asrk

(δk, ωk)igk
+ Bssk

(δk)Sg[k, i]Vi + Bsrk
(δk)vfk

i̇gk
=Arsk

(δk, ωk)Igk
+ Arrk

(ωk)igk
+ Brsk

(δk)Sg[k, i]Vi + Brrk
vfk

δ̇k =ωbω̃k

˙̃ωk =
1

2Hk

(TMk
− ITgk

NkIgk
−Dkω̃k) −

1

2HT

TCOI (3.86)

V̇biD =
ωb
Cchi

(

ntl
∑

j=1

Stl[i, j]ItljD + Sg[i, k]Igk
− PliVbiD +QliVbiQ

V 2
biD

+ V 2
biQ

)

+ ωbωVbiQ

V̇biQ =
ωb
Cchi

(

ntl
∑

j=1

Stl[i, j]ItljQ + Sg[i, k]Igk
− PliVbiQ −QliVbiD

V 2
biD

+ V 2
biQ

)

− ωbωVbiD

İtljD =
ωb
Ltlj

(

−
nb
∑

i=1

Stl[j, i]VbiD − Sf [j,m]VmD − ωb
Rtlj

Ltlj
ItljD

)

+ ωbωItljQ

İtljQ =
ωb
Ltlj

(

−
nb
∑

i=1

Stl[j, i]VbiQ − Sf [j,m]VmQ − ωb
Rtlj

Ltlj
ItljQ

)

− ωbωItljD

V̇mD =
ωb
Cm

(Sf [m, j]ItlD − ImD) + ωbωVmQ

V̇mQ =
ωb
Cm

(Sf [m, j]ItlQ − ImQ) − ωbωVmD

İmD =
αmωb
Lm

VmD + ωbωImQ

İmQ =
αmωb
Lm

VmQ − ωbωImD

where Igk
is the vector of coil currents of generator k, δk its rotor angle deviation and ω̃k

frequency deviation. Node voltages are denoted by Vbi and transmission line currents by

Itlj . FACTS states are Vm and Im. Parameter ωb is the base frequency of the system.
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Matrix Bδ(δk) is the Park-Blondel transform which is introduced to convert the generator

stator currents from the rotating into the network reference frame.

Matrices Stl ∈ Rnb×ntl , Sg ∈ Rnb×ng and Sf ∈ Rntl×nf are incidence matrices which

show the connectivity between devices in the grid. Matrix Stl shows the connectivity

between transmission lines and nodes. Entry Stl[i, j] is equal to one if the current of

transmission line j is directed into bus i, minus one if directed from the bus, or zero if the

two are not connected. Matrix Sg shows the connectivity between generators and nodes.

Entry Sg[i, k] is equal to one if generator k and bus i are connected or zero otherwise.

Matrix Sf shows the connectivity between FACTS and transmission lines. Entry Sf [j,m]

is equal to one if FACTS device m and transmission line j are connected or zero otherwise.

This approach to interconnected system modeling can exhibit a problem in the modeling

of transmission lines which connect buses with no external injection (generation and/or

demand). If all transmission lines have particularly small charging capacitances, or no

charging capacitances at all, then one of the transmission line currents will be an algebraic

function of all other currents coming into or going out from that node. In order to avoid

choosing one current as algebraic when building the model, charging capacitances are

modeled for each transmission line. Another possible solution for this problem is the

transmission line transformation through the network topology reduction [31]. A drawback

of this method is that the newly obtained transmission lines do not resemble physical

topology and have no physical parameters.

The coupled set of ODEs from Equation (3.86) can be rewritten as

ẋg = fg(xg,xb)

ẋb = fb(xb,xtl,xg)

ẋtl = ftl(xtl,xb,xf )

ẋf = ff (xf ,xtl,u)

(3.87)
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In this model, xg ∈ R7ng is the vector of states of all generators, xtl ∈ R2ntl is the

vector of states of all transmission line currents, xb ∈ R2nb is the vector of states of all

node voltages, and xf ∈ R4nf is the vector of states of all FACTS devices. Input u ∈ Rnf

is the vector of firing angles of all FACTS devices. Notably, new proposed representation

is modular because each device can be though of as a separate module.

Another way to describe the same system would be to distinguish between its mechan-

ical and electrical parts as in Equation (3.88).

ẋrot = frot(xrot,xem)

ẋem = fem(xrot,xem,u)

(3.88)

where xrot ∈ Rnrot is the vector of the states of rotation and xem ∈ Rnem is the vector of

the electromagnetic states belonging to generator windings, transmission line and FACTS

inductances and capacitances. Parameters nrot = 2ng and nem = 5ng +2nb+2ntl+4nf are

the numbers of the mechanical states of rotation and the electromagnetic states in wires,

respectively. Both representations will be used to design different controllers.

The accumulated energy of the interconnected system is equal to the sum of accumu-

lated energies in all devices.

Etot =

ng
∑

k=1

Erotk +

ng
∑

k=1

Eemk
+

nb
∑

i=1

Ebi +

ntl
∑

j=1

Etlj +

nf
∑

m=1

Efm (3.89)

3.4 Example of a Three-bus System

The new approach to modeling is illustrated on the example of a three-bus system. The

controllers which are introduced in the following chapters are simulated on this system.

The three-bus system, given in Figure 3.12, is an interconnected system of three gen-

erators and one FACTS device. This system first appeared in [66] and later in [31]. The
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Table 3.1: Parameters of the transmission system in the three-bus system

Transmission line 1 3 2

Connecting buses bus 2-1 bus 2-3 Bus 1-3

Ltl[pu] 0.46 0.108 0.26

Rtl[pu] 0.01 0.012 0.01

nominal active power injections and demand values at the time instance of interest are

shown in the figure. A TCSC has been added to the original system from [66], but the

parameters of the line were changed so that the equilibrium of the system remained un-

changed. The TCSC compensates for one third of the transmission line impedance at the

given operating point.

Figure 3.12: Three bus test system.

Parameters of the generators in the three-bus system are given in Table 3.2. Parameters

of the transmission system in the three-bus system are given in Table 3.1. The inductor

and the capacitor of the TCSC have the values L = 0.0332pu and C = 45.2489pu.
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Table 3.2: Parameters of the generators in the three-bus system

Parameter Gen 1 Gen 2 Gen 3

H[s] 10 15 60

D[pu] 0 0 0

Ld[pu] 0.44 0.25 0.075

LD[pu] 0.44 0.25 0.075

LF [pu] 0.4462 0.2535 0.076

Lq[pu] 0.44 0.25 0.075

LQ[pu] 0.44 0.25 0.075

Lad[pu] 0.396 0.225 0.0675

LAF [pu] 0.396 0.225 0.0675

LDF [pu] 0.396 0.225 0.0675

Laq[pu] 0.396 0.225 0.0675

rs[pu] 0.0026 0.0024 0.00028

rr[pu] 0.026 0.024 0.0028

rf [pu] 0.00026 0.00024 0.000028

The model of the three-bus system is given as

ẋg1 = fg(xg1 , xb1)

ẋg2 = fg(xg2 , xb2)

ẋg3 = fg(xg3 , xb3)

ẋb1 = fb(xb1 , xg1 , xtl1 , xtl2)

ẋb2 = fb(xb2 , xg2 , xtl1 , xtl3)

ẋb3 = fb(xb3 , xg3 , xtl2 , xtl3)

ẋtl1 = ftl(xtl1 , xb1 , xb2)

ẋtl2 = ftl(xtl2 , xb1 , xb3)

ẋtl3 = ftl(xtl3 , xb2 , xb3 , xf )

ẋf = ff (xtl3 , xf , uf )

(3.90)
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Simulations in this thesis are always started with the system being at an equilibrium

at the beginning of the simulation. Therefore, we denote both, equilibrium of the system

and the initial condition with a subscript 0 as x0 = xe.

A stable equilibrium of the system is given as

xg10 = [2.4325 − 1.0316 0 − 3.8231 0 0.5822 0]T

xg20 = [4.6730 − 0.6093 0 − 5.8333 0 0.7741 0]T

xg30 = [2.2587 − 8.4402 0 − 21.0000 0 − 0.2887 0]T

xb10 = [0.8043 − 0.2351]T

xb20 = [0.7750 − 0.2493]T

xb30 = [0.7252 − 0.5706]T

xtl10 = [−0.0321 0.0629]T

xtl20 = [1.2999 − 0.2541]T

xtl30 = [4.0049 − 0.1904]T

xf0 = [−0.0052 − 0.1096 − 0.9548 0.0454]T

uf0 = 0.2892

(3.91)
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Chapter 4

Energy-based Control of Power

Systems

The FACTS controllers proposed in this thesis are motivated by the idea that FACTS

devices can stabilize power systems by redirecting energy during large disturbances. Energy

and energy-based frameworks are chosen as the basis for the control design for several

reasons. First, well-established methods exist for dynamic system controller design, e.g.

control Lyapunov function reviewed in Appendix 3. Second, energy functions offer physical

interpretation of system dynamics and controller actions. Third, additivity of energy makes

it simple to look at the system as an interconnected network of modules. This feature

is useful for multi-device systems which change their structure frequently, such as power

systems. Fourth and final, energy function is easily partitioned based on location of devices,

a feature extremely helpful for decentralization of the controller.

The objective of energy-based approach is to find a monotonically decreasing function

along the system trajectories in a certain region around the equilibrium. Existence of

such function ensures that the system states will converge to the equilibrium and that the

system equilibrium is stable. The function is called energy function due to its properties

which are similar to the properties of Hamiltonians of physical systems.
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In many cases, controllers can be used to ensure that an energy function of the closed-

loop system is monotonically decreasing. These control design methods are called energy

shaping methods and the controllers are called energy-based controllers.

This approach to controller design has certain pros and cons with respect to other

control design methods. The biggest advantage of energy-based controllers is that they

can be applied to large scale physical systems without making any simplifications on the

system model. Another advantage of this controller design method is that physical systems

with well defined Hamiltonians naturally lend themselves to the control design.

A biggest disadvantage of energy-based controllers is in the high communication re-

quirement. This is particularly inconvenient in the case of highly geographically spread

systems such are electric energy grids. Additionally, the entire system equilibrium has to

be known by the controllers. These two requirements are hard to meet in practice.

This chapter shows how an energy-based controller for FACTS can be defined. This

controller stabilizes the interconnected system dynamics although it suffers from the pre-

viously mentioned drawbacks.

4.1 Energy-based full-state FACTS controller

As already explained, FACTS cannot inject or dissipate active power in steady state.

Therefore, their impact is limited. At the same time, their performance depends on the

way we pose the controller problem. We show that a smart definition of the controller

objective will result in better performance.

It was shown in [31] that better performance of energy-based excitation control can be

obtained by using an output stabilizing controller over a full-state stabilizing controller. To

understand the reason behind it we look at the properties of electric energy grids. First, a

power system is transiently stable if its generators are kept synchronized during and after

the disturbance. Second, excitation control enters the system as the voltage control which
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means that it only indirectly affects the rotation. Therefore, a full-state controller would

first stabilize the voltage to an equilibrium and would later barely make an impact at the

rotation dynamics. Additionally, this controller would have to be a high-gain controller in

order to make a significant impact at the rotation dynamics. This is hardly achievable in

practice due to the exciter saturation.

Similarly as excitation control, a FACTS controller has indirect impact on the rotation

dynamics. Therefore, we define the objective manifold as an output feedback stabilization

manifold in the same way as it was done in [31]. According to this reference, the objective

manifold for transient stabilization of the system in Equation (3.88) can be defined as

O = { xrot ∈ R2ng | ẋrot = 0 } (4.1)

This objective manifold is the same as the one defined over accumulated energy of rotation

O = { xrot ∈ R2ng | Ėrot = 0 } (4.2)

Next, we observe that for an isolated system during a disturbance of power PF , it holds

that Ėrot + Ėem = PF . Considering this, the objective manifold in Equation (4.2) can be

restated in terms of accumulated electromagnetic energy as

O = { xem ∈ Rn−2ng | Ėem = P ∗
F } (4.3)

At this point, our stabilization objective is reformulated as a tracking objective for which

the tracking manifold is given by how much energy we wish to store as electromagnetic.

An estimate of the power of disturbance P ∗
F has to be made in order to do tracking.

Further, we express this manifold in an incremental way. In other words, we reformulate

the tracking objective so that the energy function is equal to zero when the system is at
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equilibrium.

ν̃em = Eem(x̃em), x̃em = xem − xem0
(4.4)

where x̃em = xem − xem0 is the increment in system states and ν̃em is the corresponding

increment in electromagnetic energy. We use ν instead of E to mark that we are not

dealing with physical energy function anymore, but only with its image which is mapped

into the equilibrium of the system.

Next, we arrive to the problem formulation in terms of the incremental energy injected

into the system by the disturbance.

O = { x̃em ∈ Rn−2ng | ˙̃νem = P̃ ∗
F } (4.5)

The first derivative of the increment in accumulated electromagnetic energy of the

system in Equation (3.86) is equal to ˙̃νem = P̃ + Q̃, where P̃ and Q̃ correspond to the

increment in total system real and reactive power caused by deviations in states and are

equal to

P̃ =

nb
∑

i=1

ntl
∑

j=1

Stl[i, j](ṼbiDItljD + ṼbiQItljQ + VbiDĨtljD + VbiDĨtljD)

+

nf
∑

m=1

ntl
∑

j=1

Sf [m, j](ṼmDItljD + ṼmQItljQ + VmDĨtljD + VmDĨtljD)

+

nf
∑

m=1

(ṼmDImD + ṼmQImQ + VmDĨmD + VmDĨmD)

Q̃ =

nb
∑

i=1

Cchi
(ṼbiDVbi0Q − ṼbiQVbi0D) +

ntl
∑

j=1

Ltlj(ĨtljDItlj0Q − ĨtljQItlj0D)

+

nf
∑

m=1

Cm(ṼmDVm0Q − ṼmQVm0D) +

nf
∑

m=1

Lm(ĨmDIm0Q − ĨmQIm0D)

(4.6)
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Equation (4.6) is not derived in this thesis as this derivation is straightforward and tedious.

Finally, the objective manifold is stated as

O = { x̃em ∈ Rn−2ng | Q̃ = P̃ ∗
F } (4.7)

which reflects our desire to accumulate energy created by a fault inside inductors and

capacitors of FACTS devices and transmission system.

The objective manifold given in Equation (4.7) is used to control the system dynamics

so that the energy of a disturbance is temporarily accumulated as electromagnetic energy of

FACTS. A controller which achieves this is the controller of active power through FACTS

given in Equation (3.30) which reference is given as

β = KP (Pf − (P̃ ∗
F − Q̃)) (4.8)

This controller has a few major shortcomings. First, the power of the disturbance has

to be known in order to efficiently track its energy. Second, being based on increments,

the controller is equilibrium-dependent. Third, all states of all devices need to be commu-

nicated to the controller. This has led us to propose an ectropy-based control that does

not have these problems as described in the following chapters.

4.2 Stabilization of the Three-bus System

We look at response of the three-bus system, introduced in Section 3.4, to a fault which

causes the uncontrolled system to become transiently unstable.

The system is assumed to be in an equilibrium at the beginning of the simulation. The

fault is created as a short circuit at Bus 3 at time t = 0.1s from the beginning of the

simulations. The short circuit is cleared after T = 0.33s and the system is restored back to
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the pre-fault configuration. The critical clearing time of this uncontrolled system for this

particular fault is Tcct = 0.25s. Note that the duration of fault is longer than the critical

clearing time of the uncontrolled system.

The response of the uncontrolled system is given in figures 4.1(a) and 4.1(d). Clearly,

the system is unstable. Figures 4.1(b) and 4.1(e) show the response of the system when

the TCSC is equipped with a linear PI controller taken from [6]. Figures 4.1(c) and 4.1(f)

show the response of the system when the TCSC is equipped with a Lyapunov function-

based controller from [17]. Both controllers cannot improve the critical clearing time and

stabilize the system.
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Figure 4.1: The three bus system response for different unsuccessful controllers.

Next, the energy-based disturbance tracking controller given in Equation (3.30) is used

together with the reference from Equation (4.8) to stabilize the system under the described

disturbance. The resulting system response is shown in Figure 4.2. The system remains

stable for the duration of fault and the critical clearing time is extended. Note from
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Figure 4.2(c) that the accumulated energy of the TCSC and wires is rising during the time

of fault. This increase in electromagnetic energy is sufficient to slow down the rotation of

generators and to extend the critical clearing time.

Figure 4.2(d) shows the switching signal of the TCSC. We observe that the FACTS

controller reacts very fast in response to the disturbance. This kind of fast response cannot

be obtained with excitation control unless very high-gain controllers are used. High-gain

excitation control tends to be ineffective due to saturation of exciters. On the other hand,

we observed that the saturation of FACTS switching signal is not reached in this simulation

and in the majority of other simulations we performed. One of the reasons for such behavior

is that FACTS are able to react fast even without high-gain controllers.
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Figure 4.2: Three bus test system simulation results for the disturbance tracking TCSC
controller.
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4.3 Stabilization of the IEEE 14-bus System

One of the contributions of this thesis are controllers which can easily be applied to general

large scale systems. As a large scale system example we consider IEEE 14-bus system which

is commonly used as a test bench in literature [69, 70]. The parameters of the system are

taken from the provided references.

IEEE 14-bus system has five generators as shown in Figure 4.3. Two of these gener-

ators, denoted by G, produce active power at the nominal operating point. Other three

generators, denoted by C, are operated as synchronous condensers, i.e. they only produce

reactive power.

The original system is modified by placing two TCSCs in the transmission grid: TCSC

1 on the transmission line between nodes 4 and 5 and TCSC 2 on the transmission line

between nodes 1 and 2.

Figure 4.3: IEEE 14 bus system with two TCSCs.

A fault is simulated as a short circuit to the ground at node 4 for a duration of 0.4s.

This fault creates a disturbance which causes transient instability of the system. The stable

response of the system with the energy-based TCSC controllers is shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Rotor angle position of the generators in the IEEE 14 bus system.
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Part II

Two-level Approach to Modeling and

Control
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Chapter 5

Dynamic Modeling of Power Systems

using Interaction Variables

In the remainder of this thesis we introduce the structure-based modeling of general in-

terconnected power systems which would help us with systematic controller design. For

this purpose we propose a two-level approach to modeling and control in which lower level

captures internal dynamics of components and the higher level captures their interactions.

Interconnected power systems are composed of many different components. Each com-

ponent participates in the interconnected system dynamics in its own way. With the

increased penetration of renewable generation and responsive demand, the dynamic be-

havior of interconnected power systems becomes more complex than it used to be, while

the interconnected system stability remains a high priority objective.

Stability of interconnected power systems is hard to guarantee due to several reasons.

The most important reason is that the dynamic system model is extremely complex because

of highly nonlinear states evolving at vastly different rates. Further, dynamic models

of some devices, sometimes even whole system areas, might be unavailable. Common

unwillingness of utilities to share information about the system states reduces observability

of states across areas. Therefore, the only practical way to access interconnected power
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system stability is to look at the stability of its parts, devices and/or areas, and to pose the

stability conditions in such a way to guarantee that once these parts are interconnected the

system will remain stable. In this thesis, we propose a modeling approach which represents

the power system as an interconnected network of modules.

Different approaches to access dynamical stability of modular systems are proposed in

control system theory. Reference [46] introduces stability conditions on module dynamics

in terms of interconnection strength which guarantee interconnected stability of complex

large-scale dynamical systems. Reference [47] shows how these conditions can be adopted

to the systems with nonlinear dynamics. Many practical examples in these references

are taken from the domain of power systems. Although mathematically correct, these

references do not offer a physical interpretation of the stability conditions. In this thesis,

we propose an approach to accessing dynamical stability of power systems using variables

which have physical interpretation. We refer to these variables as the interaction variables.

Interaction variables are introduced to explicitly capture how one part of the system

affects other parts of the same system. They show interactions between any module and

the rest of the system as the change in dynamic states whose observation leads to better

understanding of physical phenomena and whose control leads to stability of interconnected

systems. The notion of interaction variables for electric power systems was first proposed

in [48]. Their physical interpretation is the accumulated energy inside control areas. An

extensive use of linearized interaction variables was made in [49] for hierarchical modeling

and control in large-scale electric power systems. This notion of interaction variables

was used to propose stabilizing controllers for FACTS devices for preventing inter-area

oscillations between control areas [50, 51]. Recently, further use of the linearized interaction

variables was made for governor control needed to ensure quality of frequency response in

the electric power systems [52, 53].

One of the main contributions of this thesis is a further generalization of the interac-
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tion variables concepts to modeling and control for very fast power-electronically switched

stabilization of electric power system dynamics following major equipment faults.

In this section, the concept of interaction variables is generalized to the nonlinear

stabilization problem in power systems. As in the linear case, the physical interpretation

of interaction variables is the accumulated energy in different devices. The accumulated

energy is a good indicator of stability [19] and can be used to design Lyapunov-based

controllers [54]. Ultimately, we show that the interaction variable-based control design

ensures stabilization of the interconnected power systems under certain conditions.

5.1 Modularity in Power Systems

A power system is a dynamic system completely made of interconnected modules, where

each module has its internal inputs, states which govern its dynamics, and couplings with

other modules in the system.

A module i is defined as a part of the interconnected system which can be described

by a set of dynamic equations

ẋi = fi(xi, yi, ui), xi(t0) = xi0, ui(t0) = ui0, yi(t0) = yi0, fi(xi0, yi0, ui0) = 0 (5.1)

where xi ∈ Rni is the vector of states of module i, yi ∈ Rnc
i is the coupling vector of

module i, and ui ∈ Rmi is the vector of control inputs of module i. The coupling variables

of module i contained in vector yi are those states on the ports of all other modules directly

connected to module i which contribute to its dynamics.

yi = { yij | yij = CT
ijxj , j = 1...nci} (5.2)

Note that the connections between modules have no memory.
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We observe next that there exist multiple, non-unique, ways to partition any given sys-

tem into its interconnected modules. For the purpose of designing controllers for dynamical

stabilization we introduce the choice of modules as shown in Figure 5.1. Each generator

is represented as a separate module. All transmission lines, excluding FACTS devices, are

grouped into one module. We avoid representing FACTS as modules because we wish to

use them as dynamic controllers.

Figure 5.1: Modularity in power systems.

Further, we assume that ng ≥ nf and that each FACTS device is used to control one

generator. First nf generators are controlled by FACTS, the rest is controlled by their own

exciters. The excitation voltage on the generators which are controlled by FACTS is fixed

and constant.

Finally, a general electric power system whose model is given in (3.87) is represented

by (ng + 1) modules in total and each of the modules, except of the transmission system

module, is controlled either by a FACTS device or by the corresponding local exciter.

generator modules 1 through ng : ẋgk
= fg(xgk

,xb)

transmission system module : ẋb = fb(xb,xtl,xg), ẋtl = ftl(xtl,xb,xf )

dynamic FACTS controllers : ẋf = ff (xf ,xtl,u)

(5.3)
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5.2 Nonlinear Interaction Variables

Nonlinear interaction variables are defined for each stand-alone module. The choice of

interaction variables is non-unique but it should be made wisely in order to reflect the

physical state of the system.

An interaction variable of module i has the following properties:

• It is a function of module’s internal states.

• Its dynamics are governed by module’s own inputs, and disturbances, and by the

couplings with other modules.

We define an interaction variable of module i as a scalar energy function of the following

form

zi = νi(xi) (5.4)

whose dynamic behavior is described by

żi = ν̇i(xi) = −hi(xi) + gi(xi, yi) + bi(xi, ui) (5.5)

Function hi is always positive semi-definite for physical modules whose entire source of

energy is coming from inputs (passive modules). Function gi can be either positive or

negative definite and it represents the rate of change of the interaction variable governed

by the dynamics of all neighboring modules. Finally, function bi captures the effect of

inputs on dynamics of the interaction variable.

For physical systems, the interaction variable can be chosen as the Hamiltonian Hi or

the total accumulated energy Ei inside the module. We choose the Hamiltonian as the
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working definition of interaction variable.

zi = νi(xi) = Hi(xi) = Ei(xi) (5.6)

The dynamics of the accumulated energy of module i, i.e. its interaction variable,

are governed by its internal active power dissipation, active power injection through the

inputs of the module, and the exchange of active power between module i and the rest of

the system.

In particular, the interaction variable belonging to a generator module is its energy

given in (3.61) and rewritten here for completeness.

zk(xgk
) = Eg = Hkωk +

1

2
ITgk

LkIgk
(5.7)

For the transmission system module, the interaction variable is equal to the sum of energies,

given in (3.49), of all transmission line inductors and charging capacitors

ztl(xb,xtl) =

nb
∑

i=1

Ebi +

ntl
∑

j=1

Etlj =

nb
∑

i=1

1

2
Cchi

V 2
bi

+

ntl
∑

j=1

1

2
LtljI

2
tlj (5.8)

As these interaction variables represent the accumulated energy, their first derivatives

will represent power exchange between the modules and the rest of the world. In particular,

the first derivative of the interaction variable belonging to a generator module is

żk = PMk
− Pek

(xgk
,xb) − PDk

(xgk
) (5.9)

where PMk
is the mechanical power input of generator k, Pek

(xgk
,xb) is its electrical active

power output and PDk
(xgk

) its dissipation.
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For the transmission system module, the interaction variable is equal to

żts =

ng
∑

k=1

Pek
(xgk

,xb) −
nb
∑

i=1

Pli

−
nf
∑

m=1

Pfm
(xtl, xfm

) − PDts
(xb,xtl)

(5.10)

where Pfm
(xtl, xfm

) is the active power through FACTS m and PDts
(xb,xtl) is the cumu-

lative dissipation of the transmission system.

5.3 Proposed Interaction Variable-based Model

Next, we replace one of the original states of module i by its interaction variable. This is

done to obtain a single state of module i which carries the information about its interactions

with other modules.

The dynamical model of module i, given in (5.1) can be rewritten using interaction

variables as states

˙̄xi = f̄i(x̄i, zi, yi, ui)

żi = −hi(xi) + gi(xi, yi) + bi(xi, ui)

(5.11)

where x̄i ∈ Rni−1 is the vector of all original module states except one. This one particular

state is substituted by the interaction variable. The newly obtained dynamical model of

module i describes behavior of its internal states and its interaction variable.

One state has to be removed from the original set of states in order to avoid state

redundancy. Although this state can be chosen arbitrarily, it has to satisfy one property.

Due to the fact that an energy function is usually of quadratic form, the replaced state

has to always be positive so that the inverse of energy function would exist over the entire

state trajectory.
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Therefore, we choose frequency of the generator ωk as the state to be removed for the

generator module and replaced by zk. In the case of the transmission system we choose

magnitude of one of the bus voltages Vbi to be replaced by zts. The reduced vectors of

generator states is

x̄gk
= [IDk

IQk
iDk

iFk
iQk

δ]T (5.12)

and the reduced vector of transmission system states is

x̄ts = [θb1 , Vb2 , θb2 , ..., Vbnb
, θbnb

,xtl
T ]T (5.13)

Note that the newly obtained model has the same behavior in terms of stability.

As an illustration, the power system dynamical model given in Equation (3.87) can be

rewritten using interaction variables as states. The newly obtained model is

˙̄xgk
= f̄gk

(x̄gk
, zk, x̄b, ugk

)

żk = PMk
− Pek

(xgk
,xb) − PDk

(xgk
)

˙̄xb = f̄b(x̄b, zts,xtl, x̄g,xf )

ẋtl = ftl(xtl, zts, x̄b,xf )

żts =

ng
∑

k=1

Pek
(xgk

,xb) −
nb
∑

i=1

Pli

−
nf
∑

m=1

Pfm
(xtl, xfm

) − PDts
(xb,xtl)

ẋf = ff (xf ,xtl,uf )

(5.14)
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5.4 Dynamic Model Reduction Using Singular Per-

turbation

Singular perturbation theory, reviewed in Appendix 3, is used to reduce the order of a

dynamical model by approximating the fast system dynamics as instantaneous. In order

to distinguish between fast and slow dynamics, we compare time constants of different

states.

For the typical values of parameters in per unit, it holds that Ltl >> Cch, LtlCfacts > 2

and LfactsCfacts ≈ 0.2 [29, 37]. Assuming these typical parameter values, the dynamics

of transmission lines are an order of magnitude faster than the dynamics of FACTS. The

relationship between time constants, given in seconds, is the following

2Hk >
Cm
ωb
,
Lm
ωb
,
Lk

ωb
>>

Ltlj
ωb

>
Cchi

ωb
(5.15)

Therefore, the fastest dynamics belong to the inductors and capacitors of the trans-

mission system. We reduce the model by looking at the time scale separation between

transmission system and other devices, FACTS and generators.

To start, we rewrite the equations of the transmission grid given in model (3.86)

V̇biD =
ωb
Cchi

(

ntl
∑

j=1

Stl[i, j]ItljD +

ng
∑

k=1

Sg[i, k]Igk
− PliVbiD +QliVbiQ

V 2
biD

+ V 2
biQ

)

+ ωbωVbiQ

V̇biQ =
ωb
Cchi

(

ntl
∑

j=1

Stl[i, j]ItljQ +

ng
∑

k=1

Sg[i, k]Igk
− PliVbiQ −QliVbiD

V 2
biD

+ V 2
biQ

)

− ωbωVbiD

İtljD =
ωb
Ltlj

(

−
nb
∑

i=1

Stl[j, i]VbiD −
nf
∑

m=1

Sf [j,m]VmD −RtljItljD

)

+ ωbωItljQ

İtljQ =
ωb
Ltlj

(

−
nb
∑

i=1

Stl[j, i]VbiQ −
nf
∑

m=1

Sf [j,m]VmQ −RtljItljQ

)

− ωbωItljD

(5.16)
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To simplify the derivation we rewrite these equations in polar coordinates as

V̇bi =
ωb
Cchi

(

ntl
∑

j=1

Stl[i, j]Itljcos(θbi − ψtlj) +

ng
∑

k=1

Sg[i, k]Igk
cos(θbi − Igk

) − Pli
Vbi

)

θ̇bi =
−ωb
Cchi

Vbi

(

ntl
∑

j=1

Stl[i, j]Itljsin(θbi − ψtlj) +

ng
∑

k=1

Sg[i, k]Igk
sin(θbi − Igk

) − Qli

Vbi

)

− ω

İtlj =
ωb
Ltlj

(

−
nb
∑

i=1

Stl[j, i]Vbicos(θbi − ψtlj) −
nf
∑

m=1

Sf [j,m]Vmcos(θm − ψtlj) −RtljItlj

)

ψ̇tlj =
ωb

LtljItlj

(

−
nb
∑

i=1

Stl[j, i]Vbisin(θbi − ψtlj) −
nf
∑

m=1

Sf [j,m]Vmsin(θbi − ψtlj)

)

− ω

By using the singular perturbation argument we set
Cchi

ωb
= 0 and

Ltlj

ωb
= 0 and rewrite

the previous equations as

0 =

(

ntl
∑

j=1

Stl[i, j]Itljcos(θbi − ψtlj) +

ng
∑

k=1

Sg[i, k]Igk
cos(θbi − Igk

) − Pli
Vbi

)

0 =
−1

Vbi

(

ntl
∑

j=1

Stl[i, j]Itljsin(θbi − ψtlj) +

ng
∑

k=1

Sg[i, k]Igk
sin(θbi − Igk

) − Qli

Vbi

)

0 =

(

−
nb
∑

i=1

Stl[j, i]Vbicos(θbi − ψtlj) −
nf
∑

m=1

Sf [j,m]Vmcos(θm − ψtlj) −RtljItlj

)

0 =
1

Itlj

(

−
nb
∑

i=1

Stl[j, i]Vbisin(θbi − ψtlj) −
nf
∑

m=1

Sf [j,m]Vmsin(θbi − ψtlj)

)

(5.17)

By multiplying the equations by Vbi , V
2
bi
, Itlj and I2

tlj
, respectively, we get

0 =

ntl
∑

j=1

Stl[i, j]VbiItljcos(θbi − ψtlj) +

ng
∑

k=1

Sg[i, k]Pgk
− Pli

0 =

ntl
∑

j=1

Stl[i, j]VbiItljsin(θbi − ψtlj) +

ng
∑

k=1

Sg[i, k]Qgk
−Qli

0 = −
nb
∑

i=1

Stl[j, i]ItljVbicos(θbi − ψtlj) −
nf
∑

m=1

Sf [j,m]Pfm
− PDj

(5.18)
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0 = −
nb
∑

i=1

Stl[j, i]ItljVbisin(θbi − ψtlj) −
nf
∑

m=1

Sf [j,m]Qfm

where PDj
= RtljI

2
tlj

is the dissipation of active power in the transmission line.

The first two equations of (5.18) show that active and reactive power of shunt capacitors

is always equal to zero, while the second two equations show that active and reactive power

of transmission line inductors is always equal to zero. The equations show this for each

transmission line reactance and each shunt capacitance separately. By adding the first and

the third equation together, and the second and the fourth equation together, for all nodes

and all edges we get

0 =

ng
∑

k=1

Pgk
−

nf
∑

m=1

Pfm
−

ntl
∑

j=1

PDj
−

nb
∑

i=1

Pli

0 =

ng
∑

k=1

Qgk
−

nf
∑

m=1

Qfm
−

nb
∑

i=1

Qli

(5.19)

At this point we assume that the dissipation of active power inside the transmission system

is small compared to the total power injected by generators and consumed by loads. Thus,

ntl
∑

j=1

PDj
= 0 (5.20)

Finally, Equation (5.21) shows the relationship between active power of generators, FACTS

and loads assuming the lossless transmission system and very fast dynamics of transmission

line inductors and shunt capacitors

0 =

ng
∑

k=1

Pgk
−

nf
∑

m=1

Pfm
−

nb
∑

i=1

Pli (5.21)

and Equation (5.22) shows the relationship between reactive power of generators, FACTS
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and loads under the same assumptions

0 =

ng
∑

k=1

Qgk
−

nf
∑

m=1

Qfm
−

nb
∑

i=1

Qli (5.22)

The last two equations show not only that dynamics of the transmission system are

instantaneous under the singular perturbation assumption, but that the active and the

reactive power captured inside the transmission system are both equal to zero. This is a

qualitatively different result from the one obtained by assuming the instantaneous trans-

mission system dynamics. According to the assumption of the instantaneous transmission

system dynamics, reactive power captured inside the transmission system exists and is

different than zero.

Dynamic behavior of the interaction variable of the transmission system zts is gov-

erned by the change of active power inside the transmission system. By comparing (5.14)

and (5.21) we can conclude that the dynamic behavior of this state is instantaneous as well

as a consequence of the instantaneous dynamics of the transmission lines.

żts =

ng
∑

k=1

Pek
(xgk

,xb) −
nb
∑

i=1

Pli −
nf
∑

m=1

Pfm
(xtl, xfm

) = 0 (5.23)

In other words, the change of the accumulated energy in all transmission lines is governed

by the change of states of generators and FACTS only.

By using algebraic Equations (5.21) and (5.22) we can express active and reactive power

output of generator k as

Pek
= −

ng
∑

l=1,l 6=k

Pel
+

nb
∑

i=1

Pli +

nf
∑

m=1

Pfm

Qek
= −

ng
∑

l=1,l 6=k

Qel
+

nb
∑

i=1

Qli +

nf
∑

m=1

Pfm

(5.24)
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and rewrite the system model from Equation (5.14) as

˙̄xgk
= f̄gk

(x̄g, zk,xf , ugk
)

żk = PMk
+

ng
∑

l=1,l 6=k

Pel
−

nb
∑

i=1

Pli − PDk
(xgk

) −
nf
∑

m=1

Pfm

ẋf = ff (xf , x̄g,uf )

(5.25)

The model relevant for assessing stability of an interconnected system given in (5.25)

has 7ng dynamic equations of modules and 4nf equations of dynamic controllers.

5.5 Interaction Variable-based Model of the Three-

bus System

The three-bus system is divided into modules as shown in Figure 5.2. In this particular

case, we decide to group generators 1 and 2 into one single module in order to reduce the

total number of equations and simplify this illustration.

Figure 5.2: Three bus test system.

The model of the three-bus system expressed using physical states is given in (3.90).

Based on the explanation in this chapter, we rewrite the model using interaction variables
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as

˙̄xg = f̄g(x̄g, zg, Pe1 + Pe2)

˙̄xr = f̄r(x̄r, zr, Pe3)

żg = PM1
+ PM2

+ Pe3 − Pl1 − Pl2 − Pl3 − PDg
− Pf

żr = PM3
+ Pe1 + Pe2 − Pl1 − Pl2 − Pl3 − PDr

− Pf

ẋf = ff (Pf , xf , uf )

(5.26)
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Chapter 6

Ectropy-based Control of Power

Systems

Although the energy-based controller has shown good performance, its implementation in

practice is questionable due to the high level of required communications. The high level of

communication comes from the need to stabilize a large number of states toward a desired

path as shown in Equation (4.6).

The need for communication is reduced by designing an ectropy-based controller. This

controller stabilizes the energy of the critical generators toward their equilibrium. A fewer

states need to be measured to stabilize energy and thus the need for communication reduces.

The proposed controller is based on the notion of ectropy. Ectropy is a measure of order

in the system [26] and it has been used to design governor controllers [56] and FACTS

controllers [57] in the past. The controller is designed for the power system modeled using

interaction variables as it was shown in the previous chapter.

The ectropy-based controller suffers from its own limitation. It will be shown in this

chapter that this controller guarantees the stability of the power system under the condition

that internal dynamics of modules are stable. Therefore, its significant benefit is that it

allows for controller to be designed in two stages, internal controller for different devices
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and an interaction variable controller.

This chapter shows how an ectropy-based controller for FACTS can be designed.

6.1 Stability Conditions

This section introduces stability conditions for power systems represented in a modular

way as given in Equation (5.25). The dynamic two-level model introduced in the previous

chapter describes internal dynamics of modules represented by states x̄gk
and the dynam-

ics of interactions represented by states zk. Note that states xf belong to the dynamic

controllers. Our goal is to express the stability conditions in a two-level form as well.

There are two ways we can approach this problem. One way is to pose stability condi-

tions in a modular form, i.e. proving stability for each module individually will guarantee

stability of the interconnected systems under certain conditions. These conditions relate

strength of connections between modules with internal dynamics of modules. If the condi-

tions are satisfied, one can claim that the interconnected system is stable just by looking

at the strength of connections and by assessing stability of each module individually. If

the stability conditions are not satisfied by some modules, the internal dynamics of those

modules can be altered by using local controllers so that the desired properties are ob-

tained in the closed loop. This approach is introduced in [46] for linear systems and later

generalized for nonlinear systems in [47].

However, this approach is not the most convenient one as the connections between

modules defined in the previous chapter are strong. Generators are greatly affected by

large disturbances and they will exchange a lot of energy with other devices in the system.

Therefore, the modules would need to be equipped with high gain controllers to satisfy the

conditions described in the previous paragraph. This is a requirement hardly achievable

in practice. Instead, we approach the problem from a different perspective.

At this point we acknowledge the difference between time scales of interaction variables
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zk and the internal generator states x̄gk
. The internal generator states evolve at the much

faster time scale than the accumulated energy of the generator, i.e. interaction variable.

Therefore, we pose stability conditions in the form of conditions for singularly perturbed

systems as explained in [55].

According to this reference, an equilibrium of a singularly perturbed system is stable

if a Lypunov function exists for each of the subsystems, slow and fast. Additionally, the

time scales of the two subsystems need to differ sufficiently.

In our case, the fast states x̄gk
need to be in transition all the time in order to have

active power through FACTS different than zero. Therefore, we don’t pose the condition

of asymptotic stability on internal states. We assume these states to be bounded, while

slow, interaction variable dynamics need to be stabilized.

Assuming that internal dynamical states x̄gk
are bounded, we design the controller

to ensure stability of the interaction variables of the interconnected power system in the

following section.

6.2 Ectropy Definition

Ectropy is a dual notion to entropy. It is a measure of order in the system.

It is important to make a distinction between ectropy for deterministic and stochastic

systems. We are dealing with power systems modeled using ODEs and as such they

are deterministic. Therefore, we use the notion of ectropy as it is defined in classical

thermodynamics [26], and not statistical thermodynamics [58].

The most important property of ectropy is that it is represented by a monotonically

decreasing function for any isolated physical system. An isolated system in thermody-

namics does not exchange energy or matter with its surroundings. We refer to an electric

energy system or a module as isolated if it has a constant net power exchange with other

systems/modules. In other words, an isolated module exchanges energy with the rest of
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the world always at the same rate. Notably, any excess energy that appears inside the

module does not propagate out and thus the name isolated.

For example, an electric energy system described by (5.25) is an isolated system because

∑ng

k=1 PMk
−
∑nl

l=1 PLl
= 0, while a single generator described by the generator equations

from (5.25) is not because PMk
− Pek

6= 0 for all t.

For an isolated large-scale dynamical system given in (5.25), a function ε satisfying

ε(z(t2)) ≤ ε(z(t1)) +

∫ t2

t1

ng
∑

k=1

zk(t)[PMk
− Pek

(xgk
) − PDk

(xgk
)]dt (6.1)

for any t2 ≥ t1 ≥ t0 is called ectropy function of the system given in (5.25).

A function ε which satisfies (6.1) for the system given in Equation (5.25) is

ε =
1

2

ng
∑

k=1

(zk − zk0)
2 (6.2)

Note that the energy of FACTS is not included in this definition. This is because we

consider FACTS as exogenous dynamic controllers. Also, the control objective for transient

stabilization of power systems is to keep the mechanical frequencies of the generators

synchronized. This is best achieved if only the generator energy is stabilized while FACTS

energy is left to adjust and compensate for the intake in disturbance energy.

6.3 Ectropy-based Controller

In this section we design excitation and FACTS controllers which will stabilize the inter-

connected system dynamics. The controllers are based on ectropy.

An ectropy-based controller is used to guarantee that the ectropy of the system is always
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decreasing, i.e.

ε̇ =

ng
∑

k=1

(zk − zk0)

(

PMk
+

ng−1
∑

l=1,l 6=k

Pel
(xgl

,xb) − PDk
(xgk

) −
nf
∑

m=1

Pfm
(xtl, xfm

) −
nb
∑

i=1

Pli

)

≤ 0

(6.3)

This condition is satisfied by controlling the electrical power of FACTS devices Pfm
, or the

electrical power of generators Pek
. At this time we assume that the number of controllers

in the system is the same as the number of generators. Further we assume that first ng−nf
generators are controlled by the excitation voltage while the rest of them are controlled by

the FACTS devices.

By looking at the previous equation, we can see that a FACTS device needs the infor-

mation about the electrical power output of all generators in the system in order to stabilize

the system ectropy. Additionally, it needs to have the information about active power Pf

of other FACTS devices. This condition requires very fast communication channels to be

placed in the system, which is not acceptable in practice.

To overcome this problem, we introduce another change of states as

z̄k = z − zk −Hfacts(xfm
) (6.4)

for generators controlled by FACTS and

z̄k = z − zk (6.5)

for generators controlled by the excitation voltage, where

z =

ng
∑

k=1

zk + Hfacts(xf ) + zts0 (6.6)
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is the total accumulated energy in the system. The new states z̄k can be considered as the

energy of the rest of the system without module k. Stabilization of this complementary

interaction variable can be thought of as stabilization of the rest of the system given the

local information at module k.

The ectropy function for the newly defined model is

ε =
1

2

ng
∑

k=1

(z̄k − z̄k0)
2 (6.7)

The first derivative of ectropy defined in this way is

ε̇ =ε̇gen + ε̇facts

= −
ng−nf
∑

k=1

(z̄k − z̄k0)

(

ng
∑

l=1,l 6=k

PMl
−

nl
∑

l=1

Pll + Pek
(xgk

)

)

−
ng
∑

k=nf+1

(z̄k − z̄k0)

(

ng
∑

l=1,l 6=k

PMl
−

nb
∑

i=1

Pli + Pek
(xgk

,xb) − Pfm
(xtl, xfm

)

)

(6.8)

The second part of the ectropy derivative will be less than zero ε̇ ≤ 0 if the FACTS

controller is designed as

P ∗
fm

=

ng
∑

l=1,l 6=k

PMl
−

nb
∑

i=1

Pli + Pek
(xgk

,xb) −KEk
(z̄k − z̄k0) (6.9)

Section 3.2.1 shows how to design switching of FACTS in order to control power through

FACTS to obtain the reference P ∗
fm

.

In order to see when the first part of the ectropy derivative will be less than zero we

need to do some algebra. First, we modify the condition knowing that we are dealing with

a closed system and then split the derivative of the energy of generator k to the mechanical
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and the electrical part.

ε̇gen = −
ng−nf
∑

k=1

(z̄k − z̄k0)(−PMk
+ Pek

(xgk
,xb))

= −
ng−nf
∑

k=1

(z̄k − z̄k0)(−2Hkωkαk − ωkTek
+ Pek

(xgk
,xb))

(6.10)

Next, we assume that the generator acceleration αk can be directly controlled by the

excitation voltage as shown in Section 3.2.4. The reference for the acceleration control can

be obtained from (6.10) as

α∗
k =

1

2Hkωk
(−ωkTek

+ Pek
(xgk

,xb) −KEk
(z̄k − z̄k0)) (6.11)

Using the references from equations (6.9) and (6.11) we can stabilize the interconnected

power systems in the presence of disturbances.

6.4 Stabilization of the Three-bus System

The three-bus system is divided into modules as shown in Figure 5.2 and described by the

dynamic model in Equation (5.26). The disturbance is the same as the one described in

Section 3.4. The ectropy-based disturbance stabilizing controller given in Equation (3.30) is

used with the reference given in Equation (6.9) to stabilize the three-bus system. The TCSC

controller is stabilizing interaction variable zg of generators 1 and 2 from model (5.26). The

inertia of the third generator is much larger than the inertias of the other two generators

and therefore this generator is not critical for transient stabilization of the system. Because

of this, the module denoted by subscript r can be left uncontrolled.

The resulting system response is shown in Figure 6.1. The critical clearing time is

extended and the system remains stable for the duration of fault. Note from Figure 6.1(b)
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Figure 6.1: Three bus test system simulation results for the ectropy stabilization TCSC
controller.

that the post-fault system equilibrium is not the same as the pre-fault one. This difference

exists because the ectropy-based controller does not control all system states toward their

respective equilibria. Instead, the controller allows the internal module states to settle in

any equilibrium point as long as the interactions of the modules have settled in the desired

equilibrium. Internal dynamics of modules can be controlled to ensure that all system

states will reach desired equilibria.

Figure 6.1(c) shows the power through the transmission line with the TCSC. The TCSC

keeps this power different from zero by accumulating energy in its inductors and capacitors,

while the two generators keep supplying the power without accelerating considerably.

Next, we show how the three-bus system can be stabilized using the converter-based

FACTS device. The three-bus system is modified to include a CSC instead of the TCSC.

The new system topology is shown in Figure 2.6. A dynamic model of this CSC is derived
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in Section 3.2.1. The same disturbance is considered. The response of the system is shown

in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Three bus test system simulation results for the ectropy stabilization CSC
controller.

We observe that the three-bus system is stabilized using the ectropy-based controller

on CSC. Also, we observe very high frequency of switching of SSSC while STATCOM

controller switches with a slower rate. This behavior is expected as the SSSC is used to

stabilize the interaction variable of the generator module zg while the STATCOM is used
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to stabilize internal states of the CSC.

6.5 Stabilization of the IEEE 14-bus System

The stable response of the IEEE 14-bus system from Figure 4.3 with the ectropy-based

controller on both TCSCs is shown in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Rotor angle position of the generators in the IEEE 14 bus system.
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Chapter 7

The Choice of Controller Given

Design Specifications

This chapter deals with the question of proposing the best controller given the desired

system behavior.

FACTS and other power-electronically-controlled devices are introduced to the grid to

obtain benefits by adjusting the nominal working conditions in the grid. Rarely are they

placed in the grid with the primary purpose of dynamics stabilization. Therefore, their size

and parameters are in practice chosen to satisfy requirements for improved steady state

performance and not improved transient behavior. In this chapter we address the question

of how to choose the best FACTS device in order to obtain desirable transient performance.

We propose an approach, based on the introduced interaction variable-based model and

ectropy-based controller, to select the type and the size of the controller and the minimum

information exchange required to guarantee reliability with provable performance for a

given topology, a set of disturbances and a range of operating conditions. The approach

can be used to guarantee reliability by increasing the critical clearing time and stabilizing

the interconnected system. The proposed type and size of controllers would be different in

these two cases. It is important to observe that the approach does not use equivalencing to
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simplify parts of the system but, instead, it uses the maximum and the minimum bound

on energy which needs to be transferred between parts of the system. Also, the approach

provides sizing of controllers based on information about energy exchange and does not

require detailed information about internal dynamics of devices. Note that the approach

does not provide the best location for the controllers but, instead, takes the controller

locations as given.

Additionally, we observe administrative boundaries when proposing the controller for

an interconnected grid. The power systems are often partitioned into areas by ownership

of equipment. While the parameters of devices are usually not shared between areas,

disturbances do not recognize man-made boundaries and propagate between areas. In

practice, the controllers are tuned without considering dynamics of neighboring areas.

In the grid which is increasingly operated as an open access grid, a systematic modular

approach to power system controller design which would overcome this constraint is needed.

In this chapter, we use the controller from the previous chapter to determine the size

of FACTS assuming their locations are given. We show how the proposed approach can be

used to design dynamic controllers which would ensure reliable system operation during

disturbances on a simplified example resembling Western Electric Coordinating Council

(WECC) power system. A simplified WECC-like power system which captures the oscil-

lations in frequency between Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) and Southern Cali-

fornia Edison (SCE) is outlined in Figure 7.1 based on the spring-mass system equivalent

given in [60]. Although the parameters of devices in the system from Figure 7.1 are not

the actual system parameters, they are chosen to have the same modes as the spring-mass

system equivalent in [60] so that our example system would mirror the dynamic behavior

of the real-world system during transients.
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Figure 7.1: A simplified network resembling WECC power system.

7.1 Maximum Power Output of FACTS

We next assume that an interconnected power system is composed of N modules, and that,

if put together, their dynamic equations form a dynamic Ordinary Differential Equation

(ODE) model of the interconnected power system. Note that the connections between

modules do not have memory. They are simply memoryless nodes. Transmission lines, in

particular, are modeled as modules.

In our control design approach, we distinguish between two types of modules: Control-

modules (C-modules) or the modules with control inputs (mi 6= 0), and Observation-

modules (O-modules) or the modules with no inputs (mi = 0). The difference between the

two is relevant for proving interconnected system stability in the next section.

The separation of a power system into modules is non unique and it depends on many

factors. As it is shown in the subsequent sections, a good approach is to place PE devices

into C-modules and critical generators into O-modules because they are the ones which are

mostly affected by disturbances. It is also shown later in this thesis that a good approach

is to choose the connections between C-modules and O-modules to be strong and to choose

the connections in between O-modules and in between C-modules to be weak.

The WECC-like power system is divided into two modules, an O-module i and a C-

module j, as shown in Figure 7.2. These two modules belong to the group of modules a

and are mutually connected at a single point (bus 1). They are also connected to two other

groups of modules, b and d. Note that the Pacific HVDC Intertie is left out of the figure
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Figure 7.2: A modular representation of the WECC-like power system.

because its constant injections do not change the conclusions in this thesis.

The power flows between the modules are also indicated in Figure 7.2. The active power

Pij = Ptl1 + Ptl2 is the power flow between modules i and j. The active powers Pab, Pac

and Pad represent the power flows between group of modules a and groups of modules b

and d. The active powers PDi
and PDj

in Equation (5.14) represent the accumulative rate

of change of energy dissipation in both modules. Powers PM1
and PM2

are the mechanical

power inputs into the two generators and PL is the power consumption of the load.

It is usually assumed that the mechanical power input to conventional generators is

constant for the analysis of transient system behavior on shorter time scales (up to 1min).

We assume the same. Also, we assume that load PL is a constant power load.

7.1.1 Cooperative control of two interconnected modules

Let us assume that an interconnected system is composed of two modules, an O-module

i without a control input and a C-module j with control input uj. This system is shown

in Figure 7.3. The states of each module are xi and xj. The energies of modules are Ei

and Ej. Dissipated powers in the modules are PDi
and PDj

and they can be functions of

states. Power exchanged between the modules Pij is a function of states. Input power Pin

and output power Pout are constant power injections with directions taken as in Figure 7.3.

Powers exchanged between the two modules and other modules in the system are Pki and

Plj directed as show in the figure. These two powers are functions of states of modules on
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both sides of each connection.

Figure 7.3: An interconnected system of two modules.

In order to control this interconnected system an ectropy function of module i is pro-

posed as

εi =
1

2
(Ei − Ei0)

2 ≥ 0 (7.1)

with a property that εi ≥ 0 over the entire trajectory of states. The first derivative of this

function is

ε̇i = (Ei − Ei0)(Pin − Pij + Pki − PDi
) (7.2)

In order to make the first derivative of ectropy function always negative, we assume that

power Pij in between modules is controllable using input uj. In other words, even though

the internal structure of module j is unknown at this time, controller uj has to be able to

control Pij. If this condition is satisfied, then power Pij needs to be controlled to be

Pij = Pin + Pki − PDi
+KE(Ei − Ei0) (7.3)

for the first derivative of ectropy of module i to always remain negative, ε̇i ≤ 0. Constant

KE > 0 is the controller gain.

The second part of this derivation is meant to determine the minimum and the maxi-
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mum value of uj for which the interconnected system is stabilizable.

We start by writing an ectropy function of module j

εj =
1

2
(Ej − Ej0)

2 ≥ 0 (7.4)

with a property that εj ≥ 0 over the entire trajectory of states. Once the action of controller

from Equation (7.3) is included in the expression, the first derivative of ectropy function

of module j is

ε̇j =(Ej − Ej0)(Pin − Pout − PDi
− PDj

+ Pki + Plj +KE(Ei − Ei0) + uj)

=(Ej − Ej0)(PB + uj)

(7.5)

where

PB =Pin − Pout − PDi
− PDj

+ Pki0 + Pki0

+ ∆Pki + ∆Plj +KE(Ei − Ei0)

(7.6)

is introduced to simplify the notation. Conditions for uj so that ε̇j ≤ 0 is true over the

entire trajectory of states are obtained from Equation (7.5)

(Ej − Ej0) > 0, uj < −PB

(Ej − Ej0) < 0, uj > −PB
(7.7)

If we are able to estimate the maximum and the minimum value for PB then we can

calculate lower and upper bound on uj for which ε̇j ≤ 0 over the entire trajectory of states.

Pmin
B ≤ uj ≤ Pmax

B , ε̇j ≤ 0 (7.8)
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Next, we look for maximum and minimum value for PB.

Based on the interconnected system property 1, we know that

PDi0
+ PDj0

− |PF | ≤ PDi
+ PDj

≤ PDi0
+ PDj0

+ |PF | (7.9)

Using the conservation of power law at the equilibrium and by subtracting Equation (7.9)

from (Pin − Pout + Pki0 + Plj0) we obtain

−|PF | ≤ Pin − Pout − PDi
− PDj

+ Pki0 + Plj0 ≤ |PF | (7.10)

This expression represents the bound on the first four terms of PB in Equation (7.6).

The bound on the deviations of power ∆Pki and ∆Plj exchanged between modules can

be found by recognizing that this is an electric grid. First, we recognize that

|∆Pki| ≤ |Pki| + |Pki0|

≤ 0.25 + P 2
ki + |Pki0|

= 0.25 + V 2
k I

2
i cos

2(θk − ψi) + |Pki0|

≤ 0.25 + V 2
k I

2
i + |Pki0|

(7.11)

Next, we recognize that the last expression can be rewritten using energy expressions for

inductor and capacitor on the connection between the two modules as

|∆Pki| ≤ 0.25 +
2ECk

Ck

2ELi

Li
+ |Pki0| (7.12)

Based on the interconnected system property 2, we know that the maximum energy any

element can have cannot be higher than the energy of the disturbance added to the equi-
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librium energy of that element. Therefore, we can rewrite the last equation as

|∆Pki| ≤ 0.25 + |Pki0| + {P 2
ki}max (7.13)

where {P 2
ki}max is equal to one of the following two

{P 2
ki}max =























2(ECk0
+|PF |TF )

Ck

2(ELi0
+|PF |TF )

Li

2(ELk0
+|PF |TF )

Lk

2(ECi0
+|PF |TF )

Ci

(7.14)

depending on which module has a through variable and which module has an across variable

on its ports.

Equation (7.13) represents the bound on the deviation of power ∆Pki exchanged be-

tween modules k and i. The same expression can be derived as a bound for the deviation

of power ∆Plj.

We have observed that Equation (7.13) gives a somewhat conservative bound. Further

work is needed to determine how this bound can be made less conservative.

The bound on the last term in Equation (7.6) is found using the same system property.

Therefore,

−KE|PF |TF ≤ KE(Ei − Ei0) ≤ KE|PF |TF (7.15)

The bound on control input uj is obtained by summing up the bounds in Equa-

tions (7.10), (7.13) and (7.15). Therefore, the maximum and minimum bounds on the
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controller input are

Pmax
B = −Pmin

B

= |PF | + 0.5 +KE|PF |TF + |Pki0| + |Plj0|

+
2(ECk0

+ |PF |TF )

Ck

2(ELi0
+ |PF |TF )

Li

+
2(ECl0

+ |PF |TF )

Cl

2(ELj0
+ |PF |TF )

Lj

(7.16)

they are guaranteed to stabilize the interconnected system.

7.1.2 The case of multiple interconnected modules

We consider next a group of modules denoted by a with total of nm modules, nCm C-

modules and nOm O-modules, in Figure 7.4.

Figure 7.4: A group of interconnected modules.

It can be shown that Equation (7.17) describes the bounds in the case of a group of

modules. In this equation, subscript a refers to our group of modules

Pmax
B = −Pmin

B

= |PF | + 0.25nc +

nCm
∑

i=1

KEi|PF |TF

+
nc
∑

i=1

(|Pai0| + {P 2
ai}max)

(7.17)

where nc is the total number of connections of group of modules a with other modules or
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groups of modules and {P 2
ai}max is given in Equation (7.14).

The derivation of this equation is based on the derivation presented in the previous

subsection and it can be found in full in [61].

7.2 The Choice of the Capacitor and the Inductor of

FACTS

Choosing a right controller to stabilize an interconnected power system in response to

selected large disturbances is an important problem. This section explains how a controller

can be chosen based on the controller bounds derived in the previous section and what

kind of communication architecture is necessary to implement the controller.

We start by providing the design specifications which include the topology of the grid

including the locations of controllers, a range of operating conditions D and a set of dis-

turbances CF .

A range of operating conditions, for the system given in (5.11), is defined as a union

of a range of possible energy levels the modules could find themselves in and a range of

possible power exchanges between the group of modules for which the controller type is

being considered and other groups of modules.

D = { Ei = zi ∈ Rnm | Emin
i ≤ Ei ≤ Emax

i ∪

Paj ∈ Rnc | Pmin
aj ≤ Paj ≤ Pmax

aj }
(7.18)

A set of disturbances is defined in pairs of time and disturbance power as

CF = { (PF , TF ) ∈ RnF×nF } (7.19)

We choose the right type of controller based on the maximum power that the controller
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should be able to inject into the grid. We find maximum uj by finding the maximum value

of the expression in Equation (7.17) for the provided design specifications.

umaxj = max(Pmax
B (PF , TF , Ei)),

(PF , TF ) ∈ CF & (Ei) ∈ D
(7.20)

Note that the Pmax
B bound will always be maximal for the maximum values of energy and

power from the set of operating conditions D. However, maximum PF will not always

result in maximal Pmax
B , as this bound will depend on the duration of fault TF as well.

The type of the controller can be determined by comparing umaxj and the maximum

power output different technologies are able to provide. For example, FACTS are able to

generate higher active power output but for very short periods of time. While still able to

react fast, flywheels can provide active power for longer periods of time.

Next, the controller sizing can be done once umaxj is known. Internal structure of the

controller needs to be known as well. An example of sizing a controller is given in the next

section.

Finally, Equation (7.3) identifies the necessary communication topology. A controller

needs to have an information about the interaction variable of the O-module it is control-

ling. Also, the information about the power this O-module exchanges with its neighboring

modules has to be known to the controller. Finally, the controller might have to measure

variables internally in order to control the power between its C-module and the O-module.

7.3 An Example of a WECC-like Power System

An WECC-like system is shown in Figure 7.1. The question of interest is how to choose a

controller which should be located at bus 3.

Nominal equilibrium values of important variables are given in Table 7.1. All values
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are given in per unit. Note that it is not necessary to have knowledge about equilibrium

of any other state in the system to select an adequate controller.

Table 7.1: Parameters of the simplified WECC power system

Variable Nominal Value Variable Nominal Value

PM1
1.3165 Ptl1 0.4353

PM2
0.1700 Ptl2 0.8812

PL 1.4765 Pab 0

zi 0.4212 Pac 0

zj 0.2871 Pad 0

A large disturbance considered in this example is a short circuit to the ground in the

middle of transmission line 2 for duration of 0.9s. Mathematically, this disturbance is

described with a set

CF = { (PM1
, 0.9s) } = { (1.3165pu, 0.3s) } (7.21)

To simplify this illustration, only one operating point from the range of operating conditions

is considered. For this operating point,

D = { ECi0 = 0.2871pu , ELj0 = 0.0524pu ,

Pkj = 0 , Plj = 0 , Pmj = 0 }
(7.22)

The active powers exchanged with other groups of modules are assumed zero in the equi-

librium in order to simplify the illustration.

For the disturbance and the operating condition of interest, the system is transiently

unstable. This is due to the loss of synchronization between generators.

One possible C-RAS action in this case would be to disconnect transmission line 2 from

the rest of the system. Figure 7.5 shows the response of the system frequency when no
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action is taken and when C-RAS disconnects transmission line 2. The system is clearly

unstable when no action is taken. Also, the C-RAS action will not help because it relies

on the existence of equilibrium of the post-fault system, which in this case is nonexistent.
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Figure 7.5: Frequency response in the uncontrolled system and in the system with C-RAS.

Therefore, we design a controller which would insure the stability of the system. The

bound on maximum power the controller should inject is calculated using Equation (7.17)

and is equal to

umaxj = Pmax
B = 2.5013pu (7.23)

Next, the controller is proposed to stabilize the system for the projected maximum

control input. Both, FACTS and flywheels could be used to stabilize the disturbance on

this short time scale. We consider FACTS as a possible solution. A Thyristor Controlled

Series Capacitor (TCSC) is placed in the middle of transmission line 1, at Bus 3. This

TCSC should be able to provide umaxj . In the following subsection, we select its inductor

and capacitor so that stability is guaranteed.
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7.3.1 Choosing TCSC parameters

The size of the capacitor can be estimated by exploring Equations (7.13) and (7.14) in a

slightly modified form. We start by expressing the maximum power output of the TCSC

as the exchanged power between the TCSC capacitor C and the transmission line inductor

Ltl

|∆Ptcsc−tl| = umaxj = 0.25 + |Ptcsc−tl0|

+
2(EC0

+ |PF |TF )

C

2(ELtl0
+ |PF |TF )

Ltl

(7.24)

This expression can be simplified by knowing that the active power of a TCSC is always

equal to zero at the equilibrium |Ptcsc−tl0| = 0. Energy of the capacitor EC0
is unknown.

Therefore, we express this energy as

EC0
=

1

2
CV 2

0
(7.25)

By assuming that V 2
0 ≪ 0.25, which is true for a TCSC because of the small voltage drop

across its ends, we estimate capacitance C of the TCSC from Equation (7.24) as

C =
2|PF |TF

(umaxj − 0.25)

2(ELtl0
+ |PF |TF )

Ltl
(7.26)

In this particular example,

C = 25.6548pu (7.27)

The inductance of the TCSC is calculated to obtain a range of nominal compensation

levels from 0 to 40% of the transmission line impedance. In this case, the value for the
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inductance of the TCSC inductor is

L = 0.0292pu (7.28)

The proposed TCSC controller has been installed in the system at Bus 3. Figure 7.6

shows the transiently stable frequency response when the system is controlled by the TCSC

while C-RAS is assumed inactive.
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Figure 7.6: Frequency response in the uncontrolled and controlled system without C-RAS.

In the case in which C-RAS disconnects transmission line 2, the system will stay tran-

siently stable in the presence of the TCSC controlled as shown in Figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7: Frequency response in the uncontrolled and controlled system with C-RAS.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis we revisit the problem of transient stabilization in power systems. One of

the main motivators to do so comes from the recent transformation of electric energy grids

with new technologies. PMUs and fast communications could enable to explore power-

electronically-controlled FACTS devices as possible controllers for transient stabilization.

In order to use FACTS devices as controllers of large and fast disturbances, it is neces-

sary to model the dynamics of FACTS devices and the transmission grid. If fast dynamics

are not modeled, the potential of FACTS devices to react fast to disturbances will not

be exploited. We propose a time-varying phasor model of interconnected power systems

which captures relevant fast dynamics of FACTS and allows us to design fast controllers of

active power through FACTS. Such controllers are shown to have better performance by

being able to stabilize larger disturbances than the earlier proposed FACTS controllers.

To enable the implementation of the proposed controllers, we propose a two-level ap-

proach to transient stabilization which minimizes the need for communication between

controllers. The main idea behind this approach is to represent a power system as a com-

position of interconnected modules. Each module is described by its own internal dynamics

and the dynamics of an interaction variable. The interaction variable shows how this mod-

ule interacts with neighboring modules. Using this approach dynamics of the system are
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separated in two-levels: internal and interaction level of power system dynamics. It is

shown using a singular perturbation argument that controllers for both levels can be de-

signed separately. Additionally, we propose an ectropy-based controller for stabilization

of the interaction-level dynamics of the interconnected system. The main characteristic of

this controller is that it requires only minimal amount of information to be implemented

and therefore the need to communicate measurements reduces.

In this thesis we explain how the controllers are designed assuming the modules are

given. Future work should take one step further and introduce systematic methods for

decomposing the grid into modules of right size and right internal structure to guarantee

the best transient response of the interconnected system. The modules should be selected

based on the available components in the grid but also on the requirements for stability and

communications; these modules are not necessarily defined by the ownership or organiza-

tional boundaries. The requirements for stability and communications can be standardized

and imposed to equipment owners through regulatory frameworks so that stability can be

guaranteed at the interconnected system level.

The accumulated energy of devices plays an important role in controller design. Nat-

urally, a question of accuracy of the information about accumulated energy arises. The

estimate of this energy has to be as good as possible in order to have satisfying controller

performance. Further work is needed in order to assess how inaccurate information of

interaction variables will impact the controller performance.

Additional research is needed to address the question of controller saturation. The

switching on FACTS devices can take values in the range between zero and one. Although

the controllers have been constrained to this range in the performed simulations, they are

formulated assuming that switching can take values outside of this range. Further analysis

is needed to incorporate the saturation limits into the controller logic. On the positive

side, we have observed through simulations that the saturation is not reached very often
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and for extended periods of time even in cases of very large disturbances.

All real-world implementations of FACTS have protection circuits which disconnect the

device from the grid if the current/voltage maximum limits are violated. The proposed

controllers are based on the idea that FACTS can accumulate energy. The increment in

energy of FACTS brings its internal currents and voltages closer to the point at which pro-

tection is triggered. If for selected disturbances the currents and voltages rise significantly,

the protection circuits might need to be readjusted to accommodate the use of controllers

for transient stabilization.

Another practical issue for controller implementation is the delay in communications.

The controller needs to react fast in response to disturbances and the delay which en-

ters through communication channels may or may not have a significant impact. Further

analysis is needed in order to address this question.

Finally, in Chapter 7 we show how dimensioning of FACTS can be done if given a set

of disturbances and a range of operating conditions. However, we only scratch the surface

with the proposed method. A more thorough research should be conducted to observe how

FACTS dimensions change if modules are chosen differently. Additionally, future research

should focus on obtaining less conservative values for the inductor and the capacitor of

FACTS.
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Appendix

1 Traditional Approach to Designing Transient Sta-

bilizing Controllers

The dynamics of an interconnected electric power system are commonly modeled using a

nonlinear Differential Algebraic Equation (DAE) model [30]:

ẋ(t) = f (x(t), y(t), u(t))

0 = g (x(t), y(t))

(1)

In this formulation, g(x(t), y(t)) represents power flow equations and f(x(t), y(t)) repre-

sents dynamics of components connected to nodes, such as generators and/or loads. Vector

x(t) is the vector of internal states of generators and vector y(t) is the vector of nodal volt-

age magnitudes and phase angles. The set of algebraic equations g(x(t), y(t)) does not

have a closed-form solution if loads are modeled as constant power nonlinear loads. Only

if the loads are modeled as constant impedance loads a closed-form solution can be found

by relating algebraic states y(t) to dynamic states x(t) as

y(t) = h (x(t)) (2)

In this case, Equation (1) can be rewritten in the Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE)
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form as

ẋ(t) = f (x(t), h(x(t)), u(t)) (3)

The equilibrium of the system is any point (x0 y0 u0) which satisfies

0 = f (x0, y0, u0) (4)

In the general case, there exists more than one equilibrium point in the system [62].

Therefore, the stability is assessed with respect to each specific equilibrium point. Stability

of an equilibrium point can be defined in many different ways [63]. Asymptotic stability

definition is used here unless stated otherwise. An equilibrium point is considered to be

asymptotically stable if the system trajectory returns to it from any point in a small region

around it. In other words, if the perturbations caused by disturbances are sufficiently small

the system states will return to the stable equilibrium point as the time approaches infinity.

The largest region for which this holds is called Region Of Attraction (ROA) of the stable

equilibrium point.

2 Singular Perturbation Theory

In order to analyze the power system models introduced later in this thesis, we intensively

use the singular perturbation theory. Therefore, we review the main concepts of the singular

perturbation theory in this section.

Singular perturbation is an approach used to simplify dynamical model of a system

whose dynamics evolve on considerably different time scales. It was introduced in [55] and

later applied to power systems in [64] and [65].

The basic idea underlying the singular perturbation theory is to separate the dynamical
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system model into two models which evolve on different timescales.

We start by assuming that the nonlinear system model given in (3) can be rewritten in

the form

ẋ1 = f1(x1, x2, ξ, t), x1(t0) = x10, x1 ∈ Rn,

ξẋ2 = f2(x1, x2, ξ, t), x2(t0) = x20, x2 ∈ Rm,

(5)

In this equation, states x1 are the slow and states x2 are the fast states. Parameter ξ is a

small parameter which separates the two time scales. The order reduction of model (5) is

converted into a parameter perturbation called singular. When ξ = 0, the dimension of the

original state space reduces from n + m to n because the differential equation describing

dynamics of x2 degenerates into the algebraic equation

0 = f2(x1, x2, 0, t) (6)

where the underline is used to indicate that the variables belong to a system with ξ = 0.

If we solve (6) for x2 = f−1
2 (x1, t), we obtain the model which describes the dynamics

of the system on the slower time scale.

ẋ1 = f1(x1, f
−1
2 (x1, t), 0, t) (7)

This model is referred to as a quasi-steady-state model. The singular perturbation theory

shows next how the model of the fast subsystem is obtained.

A time variable τ is assigned to the fast time scale so that

ξ
dx2

dt
=
dx2

dτ
, hence

dτ

dt
=

1

ξ
(8)

Using the new time variable, a differential equation describing fast dynamics can be rewrit-
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ten as

dx̃2

dτ
= f2(x10, x20 + x̃2, 0, t0), x̃20 = x20 − x20

(9)

This model is referred to as a boundary layer model.

Once the quasi-steady-state and boundary layer models are created, Equations (7)

and (9), we can analyze them separately or even design the controllers for each of the

models independently. This property will be highly exploited in the sections to follow.

3 Control Lyapunov Function

The controllers presented in this thesis are based on Lyapunov approach. Therefore, we

review the Control Lyapunov Function approach to controller design.

Lyapunov-based controllers have had a long history of being used for stability assess-

ment in electric power systems [1, 19, 66]. It was further used in general systems theory to

create Control Lyapunov Function (CLF) to design nonlinear controllers [54, 67, 68]. Nat-

urally, a systematic use of CLF was proposed for transient stabilization of electric power

systems in [5, 17].

The basic idea underlying the CLF is to find a function of states ν(x), for any given

nonlinear system modeled in the standard state space form given in (3), with the following

three properties

ν(x) ≥ 0 ∀x ∈ Rn

ν(x) = 0 ∀x ∈ O

ν̇(x) ≤ 0 ∀x ∈ Rn

(10)

The third property is secured by the proper design of a controller. Therefore, energy
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function ν(x) is an energy function of the closed-loop system.

If one wishes to stabilize the system back to an equilibrium then the objective manifold

O will be defined as

O = { x ∈ Rn | x = x0 } (11)

where x0 is an equilibrium of the system given in (3). A controller designed for this

objective manifold is a stabilizing controller. If the stabilization is done over the full set

of states, then the controller is said to be full-state feedback controller. If the stabilization

is done only over certain states whose number is m < n, then the controller is said to be

output feedback controller.

If, however, one wishes for the system to follow a certain trajectory in state space then

the objective manifold can be defined accordingly

O = { x ∈ Rn | g(x) = 0 } (12)

where g(x) is a trajectory manifold. References [5, 31] show how objective manifold can

be defined for excitation control. A controller designed for this kind of objective manifold

is a tracking controller. Full state and output feedback definitions hold in this case too.
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